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Report card day for SGA
BYMATTAPUZZO
News Editor

Photo courtesy of Communications
Colby President Wilham JR. Cotter.

Committee selection underwa y
in searc h for new presiden t

"we know that he will choose to
leave in June of 2000 or 2001 and
, that, in the meantf me^it is prudent for us to plan the formation
At a, board meeting in Janu- "WsV.u;cj^^^
^^^ se ^e^s
teet fn.lhe selec: v^itofM ^s^cesso.^*?^f ^¥
retire after commencement m
Included in the searc h Com- ;
?
?
'
, mittee will be nine trustees , five
-i000pr |00t^_ ^ '/ ;
;' .' ¥he_jieWs' shocked, many faculty members, two adminisColby Students*wWreceived«a trator s, two students and one :
letter in their mailboxes lastweek alumni member * While , spedeclaring Cotter 's intention of cif ic committee members have
y *< / "
retiring.
not yet been appointed , the
-\
*l can not imagine Colby faculty members are expected
Without Cotter ," said Hilary to be appointed in February if
Neiman '01. "He 's like a grand- Cotter states that he will retire
father to all of US. He has done so in 2000, or next fall if Cotter
much for the College/'
elects to retire in 2001.
Dean of the College Bad
*The search committee will
Smith said, "I had known tha t take no actions in seeking a
; Cotter had been planning to re- new president until at least
tire since last spring, " but "was afte r J anuary / said Smith ,
not sure how soon the announce- "No candidate s have even so
ment would come." . ; \t < ',
much as been considere d thus
> '
fj k -m If
Y .
r *
\ \' i
Cotter 's presiden cy began in
1970 and has been the longest of . The committee is likely to
any Colby president. During his hire the help of a search firm
tenure as the 18th presiden t, he to find preliminary candisaw the abolition of fra terni ties dates, although the, ult ima t e
and the creation of the commons { decision will be up to the comsystem. Smith said that Cotter , mittee itself. Search firms are
. "has dr ama tically streng thened independen t organizations '
' the residential
\^$
* ^\th at help colleges get started
>f
M
' fr * >.u . ' x A ^.ii/ M M^k * * *
BY PATRICK J. BERNAL
Staf fW ri ter

i l W8®38B£&

In April , nearl y 70 percent of Colby students cast
votes in favor of Ben Lang ille '99 and Brad Sicchitano
'99 for President and Vice President of the Student Gover nment
Association.
Now, almost 75 days after taking office, some students are questioningwhether thepromises made
by the school' s two highest student
officials are being kept.
In the April 2 issue of the Echo,
Langille and Sicchitano spoke of
fostering "a new respect for the SGA
by students and administration
alike." They also spoke of being
"toug h with the administration ,"
and of not getting "pushed around. "
They promised to help the student
bodytobetter understand the SGA.
They pledged to write a weekly
column ^nthe Echo, letting the' stdde^s^c^Kp^; the government
;: y.
" • . _ - . ^^
was running. V;

ten Colby Academic Review Book evaluating courses
and professors to supplement the course catalogue.
Finall y, they promised to "overhaul the outdated
commons system and currentl y inefficient SPB to better serve Colby's needs today. "
See SGA, continued on page 5

^^
¦^I ^s^^^^^iff ^^
pr6misfe(_i'tb listen and
toi
re^dnd T
student requests , so as to improv e
the "Colby Experience. ''
Their main platform issues included the implementation of a
Colby Alumni Network offering career connections and internshi ps
offered by Colby graduates. They
promised to institute a student-writ-

Echo photo by Metanie Guryansky
SGA President Ben Langille 9
' 9 and Vice President Brad
Sicchitano '99 , one half semester into their term.

46th annual Lovejoy Fellowshi p awarded today

memory of Elijah Parish Lovejoy, a
passionate abolitionist who graduContribut ing Wri t er
ated from Colby in 1826. Lovejoy
became a national martyr for the
Ellen Goodman will receive the cause of abolition in 1837 when he
46th Elijah Parish Lovejoy Award died protecting his printing presses
and an honorary Colby degree for from a pro-slavery mob.
The award was established at
her work in the field of journalism
Colby in 1952 to honor an editor ,
this evening.
The Colby community and over
100 professional journalists are invited to the 8 p.m. Lovejoy ConvoGoodman is known
cation in Lorimer Chapel to hear
for her insightful
Goodman's address , "The Personal
commentary and
is Political, The Political is (Too)
Personal. "
anal ysis.
For over 20 years, Goodman has
beena respected Boston Globe colum« tfees in recent years. ' vKYis* nistand a syndicated Washington Post repor ter or publisher who has made
Writer 's Grou p member. She is cur- significant contributions to journal"
yjigMUM _H__ ^._______ i_Jl uM I LlL—*,, i'il^Lw__iWl_4ia_k.Y.J ____U'
cord gTo f^ cky Dow'nmg
ren tly published in over 400 news- ism in the United Stat es and continpapers. Goodman is known for her ues the Lovejoy heritage of fearlessinsightful commentary and anal ysis ness and freedom.
Bill Kovac h,chair of the Nieman
and is recognized as having revoluthe editorial medium in the Founda ti on at Harvard Univers ity
KWmmWmWKmmff lW tionized
field of journalism. She has received and director of the selection comthe Pulitzer Priz e (1980), the[Hubert mittee, said of Goodman, "During a
Hump hrey Civil Right^Aw'ard time of confusion and bitterness
(1988) and the Nationa l' Political brough t about by bro a d social and
political change, Ms. Goodman'shas
Vybmeh's Caucus Awar <l||993).
; The convocation celebrates the been a quie t, intelligent, persistent
giiMwaiaw _wai»WM ^

BY JEFF WILLIAMS
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voice appealin g to reason.
Last year 's Lovejoy award winner was author David Halberstam.
Past winners include U.S. Senator
Paul Simon, Washington Post columnist David Broder , Vermont
Royster of the Wall Street J ournal,
Washington Post Editor James
Wiggins and editor of the St. Petersburg Times, Eugene Patterson. The
first recipient was J ames S. Pope,
for merl y a columnist for the Cowrier Journal and the Louisville limes.
The Lovejoy Awa rd r ecipient is
nominated by a group of top journalists from across the countr y, including Kovach , Jane Healey, manag ing editor of the Orlando Sentinel,
W illiam M illiard , former executive
editor of the Oregonian , Ann Marie
Lipinsky, manag ing edit or of the
Chicago Tr ibune, Ma tthew V. Storin ,
editor of the Boston Globe, Lawrence
Pugh, chai rof Colby'sboard of trustees and Colby President William R.
Cotter.: , . . ' /
"Thisyear 'sLovejoy Awardhonors the integrity, craf tsmansh ip and
charac ter that Ellen Goodman has
demonstrated in her work
¦ ," said
Kovach.Q . y v VV^V : yVy ' . . - ,:¦ ¦ ¦
•
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Cheah injured in crash .
- > Y

Ta|k fp^
BY BET ^ LOYD
Asst. News Editor

,. ' " .

lice at the scepeofthe accident
Cheah "was not wearing a
MATT APIJ2ZO
. seatb elt; Schwalm wasC
The Task Force on Racism conAsst. News Editor &
vened for the first time on Monday
'TmaOlright/'saidSchwalm.
News Editor
to spark change in the Colby comTm pret tysoie,but I was wearmumfyagainstirlstitutiorial radsm.
ing a seatbelt and she wasn't,"
Approximately 25students, faculty
Schwalm said that "the car
Sui Kim Cheah '99 was inmembers and administrators were
jured in a one-car accident late ' rolled over more than once, but
in attendance.
Sunday when she was ejected I was able to unb uckle 'my
"The general point behind the
from a 1990 Isuzu sport utility seatbelt and walk out of the car,
committee is to, first of all,address
vehiclean dpinned underneath and that' s the difference. "
what problems are on campus, and
it. She was listedin
Schwalm sufsecondly, to propose what concrete
stable condition at
fered minor injusteps the Collegecan do to eradicate
MaineGeneral
ries, but was not
those problems/' said Jill Gordon,
Hosp ital in Auadmitted to the
one of three co-conveners for the
gusta.
hospital.
task force and associate professor of
"She 's fine.
"My head and
She's sore and
philosophy.
back hurt ,but if s
The idea f or the task force
bruised , but they
sounimpoitantui
are expecting her
stemmed from a letter written by
thewhole scheme
Mayra
Diaz '98, who felt that her
release either this
,"
of things she
racial harassment casewasnot given
evening or tomorsaid.
a fair hearing. Diaz compiled a list
row," said Mary
''The i plan is
of 14 recommendations mat would
schwalm '99, the unea n
tor her to return to
make the College become more of
driver of the vehide, on Tues- (he Health Center today /' said
"an equitable institution."
day morning.
Paul Johnston , associate dean
After the letter was received,
Schwalm and Cheah were of students. "Whether thaf s
many faculty members petitioned
driving on Interstate Highway whathappensisanotherissue. "
President WilliamR. Cotter to place
95 when. Schwalm swerve d to
Helen Balgooyen , head
the recommendations on the agenda
avoid hitting a raccoon aad nurse at the Garrison-Foster
of the first Campus Community
lost control of her vehicle at Health Center ,was unavailable
approximatel y 9:30 p.m. The for comment on Tuesday.
I Committee meeting on Oct. 12. At
theCCC meeting, Cotter suggested
accident occured in the north *
Cheah , the top-seeded
that those who wanted to study the
bound lane at mile 90.
player for the Colby women's
*
role of race at Colby divide themRichmond police and tennis team, has been ranked
selves into three committees, but
firefighters,Sagadahoc Count y nationally in both singles and
- '- ' Sherriffs Department and ' doubles competirionfor the last
themajorityofthosepresentrejected
.. . \
the idea.
GardinerRescueassistedstate potwoyears.O
"We wanted actually to have a

BY BETSY LOYD &

larger dialogue on campus first,to
see what kinds of concerns people
had," said Pam Thoma,, assistant
professor of American Studies and
Women's Studie *
Cotter accepted, this idea and
formed the task force. Three coconvenors were chosen: Kenya
Sanders '00, Gordon and Geri
Roseboro,associate dean of students
and director of intercultural affairs.
"I really had an interest in [the

ii

—

It' s about institutional
racism and the kinds
of structures that are
supposed to be
helping students and
faculty of color.
— Pam Thoma _ . _

task force] and made it known,"
said Sanders.
Sixty-five members of the community came to support the idea
that the College look at race and
signed up for the initial task force
mailing list.
The task force is using Diaz's
recommendations as a starting
point.
"She crystallized in a very ar-r
ticulate way ... a constructive critique of the institution," said Gordon. • ' . - > ¦:
Thoma also saw the recommen-

dations as a place to begin.
"If s not just about one case. If s
about institutional racism and the
kinds of structures thataresupposed
to be helping students and faculty
of color, but are flawed," she said.
From the CCC meeting, five areas werechosen for groups to study:
rewriting the standards / handbooks; affirmative action: recruiting and retaining students,staff and
faculty of color; student, staff and
faculty training;curricular and classroom issues,including the diversity
requirement; campus support for
students, faculty and staff of color.
Gordon said that the coconvenorsarehopmgtofmalizetheh
job by March. With ah early deadline,whatever recommendationsthe
task force makes can be presented at
theApril faculty meeting tobe voted
on in May. The recommendations
can also be submitted to the trustees
at their May meeting.
"My goal of the task force is to
make people more aware and take
action. Hopefully this group will go
beyond talking and take action.
Thaf s why I'm there," said Sanders.
AttheMonday meeting, the task
force members, discussed their status, and how they were not made
into a full commission. A commission has members of the board of
trustees comprising the majority of
the group, and therefore their recommendations carry more weight.
"This is a task force appointed
See T.F. y continued onpage.6
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SOAR to hold
lort fe rence

BY KRI STEN ELDER
Contributing Writer

On Nov. 5, Presidents' Council revisited
the issue of the temporally fine for open containers of alcohol that they passed two weeks
ago.
The motion was proposed by Warren.
Newberry '00, hall president of Perkins-Wilson. It imposed a $250 fine and mandatory
Community service of can, bottle and cigarette-butt pickup at 6 a.m. for any student
caught with an open container of alcohol, as
defined by the Maine State Liquor laws, outside of a dorm or other building, or possession of alcohol while entering or leaving a
registered event.
The motion was amended to allow community service to begin at 7 a.m., when the
Physical Plant Department opens and can
oversee pickup.
John Maddox '99, hall president of Anthony-Mitchell-Schupf, said "If someone is
irresponsible enough to drink outside, they
have to be willing to face a fine/'
According to Assistant Dean of Students
and Director of Student Activities Ben
Jorgensen, "We want to change the culture of
the campus. There'sno reason for a studentto
be outside with a beer/'
Emmett Beliveau '99, off-campus representative to the Council, suggested that a $50
fine be issued to students who.are of legal
drinking age, coinciding with the Waterville
city ordinance regarding open containers on
public property.
Jorgensen said that a motion with a lower
fine for legal drinkers would not be accepted
by Dean of Students Janice Kassman.
Jorgensen reported that one student has
been caught with an open container since the
first motion was passed.
Due to the:previoias;motioh's':proveh :ef- '
fe qti^^
27-1* Tony
proved"^
J
'01,
of
GoddardFr angie
hall president
Hodgkins, ^yotediagajtnst'the motion due to
v
the wishes of his dorhn.
In an earlier motion of the meeting,
Newberry proposed a similar fine and commun ity serv ice requiremen t for student s
"caug ht entering or exitinga designated party

BYKkWEWmmR
ContributingWrite*

Echo f ile photo
Presidents Zack Kahn *01,Aaron Coltin '01 and Anthony Frangie '01.
space while in a state of obvious intoxica- paragraph of the code, which allowed all
records to be released to the hearing board if
tion.".
Many presidents saw this motion as being any SGA members were to break the code.
subjective. Student Government Association The hearing board is the body which deterPresident Ben Langille '99 asked the Council mines whether a member of SGA would still
who would decide what constitutes "obvious be able to effectively execute the duties of
intoxication;"
office after having disdplinary action taken
Zack Kahn '01, ha ll president of Mary against them by the Judicial Board or the
Low, agreed with Langille, saying that the Dean 's Office.
The Council approved die amendments
motion was "open to too much interpretaion;"
t
to die code.
Liz Wainwright '01, hal l president of the
In new business, the Council discussed
He ights, noted that the clause might make ,the new Colby Emergency Response policy.
students afraid to call Security or ColbyEmer- This policy states that if CER deals with stugency Respon se in an emerg ency situation, dents who have consum ed alcohol, patients
and Newberry agreed that "it would be hard will automatically be referred to the Garri..,.,., . .^. .
son-Foster Health Center. . ,,,
to enforce."
TheCouncildid not a]pprpve the "obvious
Members of the Council, however , ex¦intpj dcaticm''.motic.n^ ;¦/ , yVyvV ''.' • . ;';'
pressed jzoncem^t^t^e-pplicy: would env Al_.oat th£o^^
cbu^aigestudentSnOttbcallCER. Wairiw|i^t
president of Foss, moved mat the SGA C de said that she had heard of students mapjj ig
^
of Ethics befunended. She sugg^tedfhatlhe
pacts with eachothenipt to Call CER if pey
?- .*<...* '¦
document be renamed theSGA Code of Con- got sick from drinking;
Frang ie, who sits on the Health Care Adduct and that it be permanently place d on
SGA nomination forms to be signed by any visory Committee, said that he would bring
student before nmning for an SGA office.
up the Counc il's concern a t their nex t
Fowler 's motion also remove d the last meeting.Q
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Market Surveys bf America 's 1998 Winner
"Best Place to Buy a Computer "
for the Greater Waterville Area!
Website: www.VirtualD.com
861-5585 • 93 Main "The Center " downtown Waterville
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ENCOURAGES
ALL
STUDENTS
AND FACULTY
TO ATTEND
THE LOVE J OY
CONVOCATION

Colb y's Society Organized
Against Racism chapter is preparing fa host this weekend' s 17th annual SOAR conference. Accordi ng
to Kenya Sanders '00, co-presi dent
of SOAR, 23 New England colleges
and universit ies, including
Bowdoin, Dartmouth and the University of Rhode Island , are expected
to attend the two-day event.
"Our goal is to get in touch with
the other SOAR chapters ," said Sanders.
In past years, the conferences have
not emphasized theimportanceo f continuing communication between colleges, and Sanders would like to see
„ '
this change.

a

—

I feel like most students
agree that racism is bad
but they do not have the
tools to light against it.
—Kenya Sanders '00

——-—»

"I would like to emphasize making more of , a connection between
SOAK; chapters," she said, "like exchanging names, e-mail addresses and
phone numbers. "
«* ,. ' - ,y r
In addition , Sanders sees SOAR's
role on campus as helping to motivate
student , to stand up against racism. H
>- "I feel like most students agree
* that radsi |iisbad>ut they donothaye
the tools to fight against it. This year
SOAR wants to givepeople a platfor m
to make change /' she said.
- SOAR workshops will run from
12 p.m. until 4 p.m. on Friday and
from 8 a.m. until 12 p.m. on Saturday. Ak.ll members of the Colby community are welcome to attend the
worksho ps. ' "We will have 12 workshops /' she
said. "Everythingfrom 'Racism,Prejudice,and Hfite Crimeson CollegeCam- ,
, puses' to 'Universal Call of tlie Drum:
We are All Connected/"
Following a dinner on Friday ,
SOAR will host a party. The parry 's
location will be posted around the
campus along with a full listing of scheduled workshops.
SOAR encourages all students
to partici pate in all of the
weekend' s events and to come to
the bi-weeklyThursday night meetings at 9 p.m. in the Phllson Lounge
on the oecond floor of . Cotte r
Union. Q „
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Mid term elections . change shape
of sta t e, federa l government
received a combined 10.4percent of
the votes. That 42,217 vote count
nearly matched that of Democrat
Thomas Connolly, who got 11percent of the votes. This third-party
insurgence reflects the centralization of the two main parties.
With both Republicans and
Democrats becoming more centrist,
many voters are hurting to thirdparty candidates who better reflect
their views.
The most significant outcome of
the election could be the referenda
on the ballots in many states. South

believe that's true," said Lina
Rosehill of the organization Save
News Editor .
Traditional Marriage.
In Alaska, an overwhelmingly
While the media focuses on the
approved referendum went one
five seats in the House of Represenstep beyond that of Hawaii, linv
tatives gained by the Democratic
iting marriages to those existing
Party, many of the most important
"only between one man and one
changes seen as a result of the midwoman/'
term elections are more subtle. The
The use of marijuana for meramificationsof these changes,howdicinal purposes was the second
ever, could prove to be enormous.
issue addressed on Alaskan balIn one of the most highly-publilots. The approved referendum
cized elections in recent memory,
protects users of medical mariIndependent candidate Jesse
juana from most state and local
Ventura defeated Democrat Hubert
laws forbidding possession and
Humphrey III and Republican
protects the doctors that preNorm Coleman to take the goverscribe the drug. Similar laws
South
Carolina
norship of Minnesota.
were passed in Nevada, Arivoted
to
remove
a
Ventura, a former professional
zona and Washington.
wrestler and talk-showhost,served
Washington state's anti-af103-year-old
ban
on
as aNavy SEALduring theVietnam
firmative action proposal was
interracial
War and was mayor of his Minnealso approved by a hefty marapolis suburb.
gin. "Initiative 2000" made
marriages.
Echo file photo
ButVentura'svictory may prove
Washington the second state
to be more than an entertaining
to abolish its government af- The polls were busy as Mainers cast their votes at the old
afterthought to Election Day. Carolina,Hawaii,Alaska and Wash- firmative-action" program. The Waterville high school .
After being sworn into office ington all voted on weighty issues. state is now prohibited from
South Carolina voted to remove discriminating or granting
in January/ Ventura will be the
nation's second independent its 103-year-old ban on interracial preferential treatment based
governor. Maine's Angus King marriages. The state's constitution on race, sex, color, ethnicity or
is the other. Appealing to the prohibited the "marriage of a white national origin in public eminasses with straightforward person with a Negro or mulatto or a ployment, education and concampai gn promises and a person who shall have one-eighth tracting.
working-class
attitude , or more of Negro blood."
With California already supIn what iriay prove to be a land- porting anti-affirmative action
however, this caused difficulVentura promised a push for
>A ¦
BYKJM
VICTOR
mark
referendum
idt
gay
rights;
Haties.
; \'
quality education throughput
legislation, analysts saw Washy '
- . / ,:/St ^ Writer \
the state. He also promised to waiian voters approved Constitu- ington as a testing ground for the
/ "Since I just turned 18 and
return the state's surplus to tional Amendment^,givingthe state issue. If theprimarily white state
had jus;t, registered , it , was
S The first Tuesday of every too hard to apply'for, r eceive
the citizens of Minnesota. His legislature the power to "reserve could hot pass such legislation,
marriage
to
opposite-sex
couples."
self-described '.'Libertarian
November signals the end of .and comple te an absen tee
the cost of fighting such battles
long arid hard-foug ht political ^biiiW
with a lower-case T" approach 1 The refereridum/teomingOn the in state'slike Texas and New York
W 'ko'^rs
^^
ythestate's
k^cisionb
;tp;|politics;was
i ot^ defeat is
surprisingly e^pofal^|
might riot be worth? the;.results* j ^f p ^^^M ^ cbi^r
on
optlla r
Election ;15ay |i|id Supreme.lE^BtMo v allow same-sex Thus? this, decision!6(|tal.|ha^e
determin edVat the polls. This
^
year 's mid-term election saw
might signal a shift in the bal- marriages7T^lowied a combined signaled an abrupt end to the
In addition to voting,
$2.45
million
ad
campaign,
flood435 U.S. House members , 34 Colby students took an active I
ance of power in the current
movement away from affirmaing
Hawaiian
airwaves
with
polititwo-party system.
U.S. senators and 36 state gov- role in political camp aigns
tive action. With Washington's
Here in Maine, while King won cal advertisements.
ernors running to reclaim or bo t h ia Maine and in their
support, though, the campaign
"We
would
basically
be telling to end governmental discriminare-election, Green Party candidate
gain positions. Although over- home states. The Tom Allen
our
children
this
is
all
right,
this
is
for governor Pat LaMarche and Taxall voter turnout in the nation Campai gn for Congress retion has gained a foothold on the
was low, many Colby studen t s ceived volunteer support
payers Party candidate Bill Clarke normal and natural, and we don't west coast.Q
took the election as an oppor- from num er ou s Colb y stutunity to voice their political dents.
_________
"He was very thankful ," said
I opinions.
- ^Mwk ^f i ^W m W M m ^ F m H ^ l FT i __ l8 ^^ ____________________________________________________________
The Colby Democrats orga- Beliveau.
nized a shuttle to and from the
Despite allof the activity sur,
election polls to give studen t s rounding the elections, political
a chance to vote. Some 30 stu- apathy on campuses acro ss Hie
:;
;
dents took advantage of the ser- nation remains a prevalent prob ^Mii iJiiiMlYa War : ' ¦ ' ' .liMiiiiiiiiH ^li^H^R^^^^^
vic e, whil e others sim ply , lem. * *. « ¦>
"drove themselves there /' ac-. : . r "There is, no limit to the
cording to Emmett Beliveau '99, amoun t of info rmat ion ava ilabl e
president of the stud ent orga- to studen ts/' said Beliveau.
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nization.
"People just need to go out there
S
/'We want to make sure , and find it."
, that everyone has a chance to
In Maine , Independent
get to the
said
Governor
Angus King and
polls/'
;K '
'
'
*
•
" . * United State s House RepresenBeliveau. (
Many studen ts Who do not ¦ tative Tom Allen (D) were both
live in Maine voted by absentee % easily re-elec ted to the ir
: * \\
ballot. For several freshmen , positloits. Q

BY MATT APUZZO

Colby students exercise
their right to vote
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After nearly three months in office,
some students have become critical of the
Langille-Sicchitano administration.In the
wake of crackdowns by the Maine Bureau
of Liquor Enforcement and a waning social scene, this year's SGA may be fighting an uphill battle for support among the
student body.
Two of Langille and Sicchitano's major
platform issues can be considered successes,
but it is unclear how much credit they deserve for them.
A Colby Alumni Network has been
well established for several years in the
Office of Career Services. Linking the student body with Colby alumni/ the network has provided students with career
opportunities, Jan Plan internships and
information interviews. In the Oct. 8 issue
of the Ec ho, Langille wrote that the network is "just as extensive and effective as
Brad and I had envisioned."
The letters to the Echo promised by the
candidates last year have been a regular
feature in the paper. In every issue, a
member of the SGA has written about a
topi c fa cing the Colby community. On
issues ranging from the OneCard system
to the struggling social scene, members of
SGA have communicated with the student bod y oh a weekly basis in a forum
that reaches many students, faculty and
alumni. In this light, Langille has kept his
promise to keep students better informed
of the workings of student government.
Langille and Sicchitano were also scheduled to hold an informational meeting session in the Street of Miller Library yesterday,
where students could express their.concerns
and propose ideas to the two students leaders.
The organization of a Colby Academic
Review Book,ah innovative idea in their campaign,isin theworks,accordingtoSicchitano.
"We've been talking to other colleges,"he
said. "We're looking at their review sheets
" ¦
V ' " •' ,". "
and their
books:
. til . O , *. J 2 »*i_ (.»._• i_ - .tr. . _ 'f :>. f^
2 2 * 4 . ¦f.'li
_ However , the original, plan,for- a stu-

— V "We want to let the students Mow where
dent-written review book giving opinions the administration is coming from," he said.
from students who have already taken "Students have to accept it and agree to it if
the courses might be changed slightly . it's going to work."
"Some faculty members look at it as
Changes in the Social Programming
very har mf ul ," said
Board will also be
V
Sicchitano. "The
made with little
way that Colb y is,
input"
from
With us as a close
and
Lang ille
famil y, when you
Sicchitano.
write something
Social Chair
like that , y o u 're
• Establish a new, extensive and
Jesse Dole '99 and
criticizing part of
Cultural Chair
easily accessible Colby Alumni Netyour family."
Walter Wang '99
work
Langille
and
headuptheSPBand
Sicchitano still foresee
will be instrumen• Overhaul the outdated Comthe Completion of a retal in handling the
mons system and SPB.
view book in time for
maJOTityof changes.
the beginning of the
"We give them
•Write a weeklyEcho column to
1999-2000 academic
our comments and
the Colby community
year. The book may be
let them know how
an extension of the curwe feel about
rent course catalogue
• Institutea student-written Colby
things,"
said
instead of the suppleSicchitano.
"We're
Academic ReviewBook.
merit spoke of during
going to advise and
their spring campaign.
oversee the pro"Whether we encess."
¦
^¦¦
^
^
^
^
¦
^¦
^
^
large the course cata"Any changes
logue to let the faculty
we make in terms
write more about their courses or we get of the SPB aren't going to go into effect until
students to write an actual book, it will be next year and won't be announced until the
more beneficial than what we have now," spring," said Langille.
said Sicchitano. "Our aim is to do whatever is
Langilleand Sicchitano are,however,lookbest for the students and faculty. I'd rather ing into estabUshing the Colby Code prohave thefaculty tell us arid be honest with us posed by last year's SGA. The Code is curbecause then ifs from the heart. But if it rently under investigation by a college comcomes down to the students vmtmg it, then mittee including the Dean of Students Janice
thaf s good too."
Kassman. The committee will report its findThe overhaul of the commons system ings to Presidents' Council _ at or before the
promised during their campaign is happen- Dec. 10 meeting.
ing, but again it is unclear how much credit
By mid-November in years past, former
should be given to the executive branch of student governments had established many
SGA.
concrete policies. In 1996, the government
The Residential Life Task Force proposed headed by Joshua Woodfork'97had changed
a transition to a three-commons system last weekend library hours, initiated a student
year. The idea was approved by the trustees opinion pollrun by a professional pollster on
and will go into^ effect next year. V
cable television, began implementing the
"
Sicchitano
sees
the
role
of
the
SGA
as
policies of the Trustee Commission on.Alco.
'faeingjaWatson.betweek shid^rifs' land tHe hol, a^tlei cornrnujter parking spaces foxstuadi_niriistratibn."V
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derits living off-campus amd completely reorganized thebuUetiri boards and postingrftethods on campus. Wbodfork also helped to
organize an anti-racism rally on the steps of
Miller Library.
By this time last year , Shannon
Baker '98 and the SGA approved the
construction of the Senior Residential
Complex , changed the wellness requirements, formed a committ ee to investigate N CAA participation, moved
the spotli ght lectures to Sunday,
changed Mooseprints to Muleprints
and approved the location of the
Marchese Blue Light Pub.
"Coming back from a year abroad into
a position like this is not easy," said
Langille. "There definitely was some lag
time in the beginning but now everyone is
used to their roles and we're headed in the
right direction."
"I think we're doing great," said
Sicchitano. "There's not a whole lot people
are upset about. If they are, they haven't
come to us. If people don't come to us, we
can't help them."
Much of the criticism of this year's SGA
has come in the form of accusations that it is
too reactive and not proactive, responding to
problems after they occur instead of working
to prevent problems.
"There are a lot of things in the works that
you just don't see the results of yet," said
Langille. "We're looking at the Colby Code.
We're doing a lot of work with the Pugh
Center. We have a student opinion poll that
we have worked out all the kinks on."
"I think all SGAs are reactionary. If s part
of our job," said Sicchitano. "Ifs better to
have things go smoothly rather than to push
them through too quickly. Thaf s why Shannon (Baker) and Jill (Marshall '98) waited on
the Colby Code last year."
"Obviously, some stuff has just fallen in
our laps that has put us in a more reactive
mode," said Langille. "I think as (President's
Council members) get more corhfortable in
iheir .roles, we'll be seeing more and more
; •"!
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CER polic y draws contro versy
student), including going to court,
beingnamed in a lawsuit,etcetera,"
Staff Writer
explained Rogan. "It was the deci^
sion of the review committee to
Effective with a recentrpolicy amend the releasepolicy in the best
change, Colby Emergency Re- interests of the health and well besponse will no longer be releas- ing of the student body and to avoid
ing students referred to them for any legal liabilities that could arise
alcohol-related problems "on- for tlie EMT, the student, or the
scene." All students will now be college," he and Espinosa-Salcedo
taken to the Garrison-Foster added.
Health Center for further evaluaBut while the change signifies
tion.
only a minor modification of the
The change was the product of current policy—more along the
an Oct. 7 meeting between mem- lines of an amendment than a new
bers of Safety and Security, CER, law—Rogan fears it is being conDelta Ambulance and the Dean of strued by students as something
Students Office. It represents a much larger.
slight shift in an existing CER
"Ipersonally have heard of stupolicy, under which EMTs are re- dents making pacts to never call
sponsible for deciding whether a CER no matter what the condition,"
student needs
he said, exfurther medical
plaining that
attention.
some students
All students will now believe
According
that
be
taken
to
the
to Chris Rogan
they will be
'99, director of
punished as a
Garrison-Foster
CER, and Gina
result.
Health
Center
EspinosaOther stuSalcedo '99,
dents are exEMT, the change is being made pressing doubt that their peers will
out of unanimous concern over be receptive to the mandatory
the shortcomings of the current Health Center visit and resultant
policy.
alcohol counseling.
As they explain in a letter to
"Even if a poor kid's face is turnthe Colby community, "The pos- ing green, some folks might not
sible outcomes of releasing a stu- want to risk counseling or a Health
dent who has consumed alcohol Center encounter because their staare highly uncertain, as the risk tus would be in jeopardy," said
always exists that the student's Alex Leach '99.
condition could worsen, whether
A later conversation with Alit be from a slower onset of the cohol Counselor Alden Kent reeffects of alcohol or the student's vealed that counseling has almost
continued consumption." They always been an outcome of EMT
stress, however, that CER will referrals. EMT members regularly
continue to assess and treat pa- supply the Health Center with lists
tients , prior to transport to the of the students ,ihey have treated,
:
HeaM Center.
so that counselors may contact
'' . ' " '
Dean of Students Janice them.
Kassman agreed.
Expressing concern that "the
"We cannot run the risk of hav- ramifications
of
students
ing someone be examined by CER misperceiving the intent or effect
and then released to either drink of this policy could be very detrimore or not to drink more and then mental," Rogan urged students to
run into some medical problem consider the health pf their friends
later on," she said.
over the minor hassle of a health
Another impetus for the change, center visitation.
according to both Rogan and
"The minor inconvenience of
Kassman, was concern over the li- making a trip to the Health Center
ability df individual EMTs. Though cannot outweigh die potential costs
CER, as a volunteer rescue organi- of leaving a severely intoxicated
zation, is technically protected un- student alone in their room," he
der the Good Samaritan Laws, it is said. He further stressed that the
not invulnerable to scrutiny by the CER "is not a policing body," but a
College and the State. Since CER student-run organization designed
does not have the qualitative mea- to "provide cafe to those who are in
sures of intoxication possessed by need."
the Health Center, it is safer for
Recognizing this, some stuEMTs to bring patients there then dents may feel compelled to conto rely on their own quantitative cede, as Leach did, saying, "But
judgment
then again, a new era of drinking
"We could be included in any policies is upon us, and I have no
legal proceedings which follow choice but to raise my glass to
(something happening to a treated it."Q

BY KELLY FIELD
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bilitation Center in Boston y ;- ' XCit4^ey^s ' ij^ojthe^ ;Coi_ise;'
Mass., on Nov. %, wliere she Huntoon later told the £<#<?
will continue treat ment in a that Lindsey continues to rerehabilitative program.
main stabilised and Is curAfter speaking With Chris * rentl y rest ing comfortabl y; at
topher Huntoon , Liitdsey 's the Spaulding Center ,
father , Deari of Students
The Hn ntoon family will
J an ice Kassman released a , continue to send updates to
statement . on Nov. 2 up dat- th e Dean of Students Office
ing the Colby cotamiinity who> will then issue stateon Lindsey 's condition. Ac- ment s regarding tindsey 's
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by the president and its unclear
what power we have,"said Gordon
before the meeting.
"President Cotter formed this
group knowing that we couldn't do
anything? This is ridiculous," said
Nichole Williams '00 at the meeting. "I want to know that I'm not
going to get shot down."
The group discussed the importance of having a strong mission
statementand makingthe taskforce
an ongoing forum that won't end
once their initial recommendations
have been made.
Roseburo said that she was encouraged by "the possibility that
this group is in agreement that this
group could be on-going... .If we
do the (mission) statement strong
enough, we can do that."
The task force will meet sometime next week to writea concrete
mission statement.^.
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Students find p urgator y in M exico

Spanishicla^ssfor threehourseach
BYMELANIE OUELLETE day, fpUqwed by an hour of clisjStaff Writer
aissiori and an additional history
orUterattu*edass. Most students
on college
campus work but in gyms in- the afterA^ving a
causes fright and worry for any noon and take some time put for
college freshman. Meeting room- a "siesta, " eat wi& their host
mates, saying goodbye to family families around 8:30 p.m. and
and friends and wondering how then head out for some fun on the
id get irom placeto place without town. .- . . . '
Students in the program rerelying on a campus map add to
__
.
ceive the Echo
the tension and
^
and try to keep
nervousness.
tip with campus
College freshnews. They also
man can usually
[Colb
students
]
y
haveaccesstbthe
take comfort in
usuall
y
can
be
Internet, which
thefactthattheir
classmates feel found hanging out may behelpful in
the same way, with their Mexican keeping track of
Colby events.
share the same
peers
at
the
discos
Internet
service
fears and expeand computer
rience the same
and bars of
availability,howchaos.
Cuernevaca.
, pose one
ever
For some
t02
Whittih
gham
—Dave
problem for the
members Of the
students
ih
Class of 2002,
Cuernevaca.
The
however, the
_oi_-r
*i __*¦__ (I -. coriri/iia
v ;~iiiua
o v x vj l w .
transition was
even more nervet-racking. These leaves much to be desired, with
students are spending a few 250 students sharing 15 computmonths abroad in Dijon, France, ers.. '
The Colby students have
London or Cuernevaca, Mexico,
grown to fit in withthe locals and
arid vii^^
Hill in Febmsuy. They are now "can usually be found ' hanging;
adjusting to life in a foreign coun- out With their Mexican peers at
try Only .to have to readjust to the discos and bars of
college life in Maine in a few Cuernevaca,"said Whittin^amV
He added, "The laws are liberal,
.. y t
months.
Acconiingtol^eVi/hittingnam making the party scene aliways
'02,whois spendinghisfirst Colby present. And in Mexico, we have
semester as part of the Colby in no Robert 'Bob' Laguardia."
While looking forward to
Cuernevaca program, "The kids
meeting
the rest of their class,the
in the program see Colby in
Cuernevaca as a sort of purgatory students in Cuernevaca realize
in between high school and col- the benefits of their program.
"Although it is strange
lege. Most are anxious to get to
Colby and meet theother students spending the first semester in
on campus butin general they are Mexico, the trip to Cancun last
month seemed to clear up any
relishing their time here."
According to Whitdngham, reservations I had ," said
students in the program attend Wnittingham.Q
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Karla and two of "her " colleagues performed in the drag show for Alcohol Awareness Week.

Drag queens entertain Colb y

BY JACQ U ELINE OGUTHA
Staff Writer

The Page Commons Room
was transformed into a house of
song and dance on Friday as part
of Alcohol Awareness Week ,
sponsored by Student Health on
Campus. Boston's Generation
Three, a trio of professional female impersonators, electrified
the crowd with thei_?performance
and flashy attire, the drag show
attracted Nearly 100 people who
were treated^to over an hour of
entertainment.
"Mr. Dudley" and his assistant,
"James,"introduced thegroup, and
had the audiencelaughing from the
start. There was a slight delay at the

onsetbutthe crowdwaited patiently
as the drag queens prepared themselves. Coy Dailey '01 and Juanito
Savaille '01,the DJsfor the evening,
kept the crowd entertained in the
interim.
"Miss Wilson," the first performer,was clad in a sparklihgpink
dress and had the audience clappingtothe song "EverlastingLove."
"Miss Houston," representing
the older generation, adorned in a
flowing gown with feathers,,.was
the only drag queen to sing live. The
impersonator began his career in
1959, and told the crowd that at that
time he had one dress and knew one
song.
"Lady Lakia" impressed the audience with"Smooth Operator'' and
"When Doves Cry." He? Was the

youngest performer in the group.
The drag queens each gave a
second performance and belted out
familiar tunes that got the crowd
singing.
The performers got the crowd
involved in the show, occasionally
singing .off stage and interacting
with the audience.
v
Elizabeth Hoorneman '01
thought the show was intriguing
and entertaining and Carmen
Alvarez '02 said .the .originality
of the performers and the fact
that they . liked what they were
doing made it enjoyable. She
added that it would be nice to
have entertainment like the drag
show on campus on a regular
basis, and not just during Alcohol Awareness Week.Q
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BY KAREN VITALI
Staff Writer

Imagine spending 11 months
traveling '; abroad, learning about
new cultures, meeting new people
and expanding your horizons^Fbr
the more thai* ^¦inn^j ^;''bi f";i.p
With People's -|Wo
gram, this. is riot only a dream; but
also. .a way of life.y :;'y ,.,; ' y ^' ': v y' M :
^
j f6nnded#t
organization VUmtfiya?
& diyisibn
of
tKe
1965. Wbrldsm^rt
group, is a multiculturalleadership
program iiivolvijhgf students frbin
over thirty countries: The goal of
the program is to make its members
¦'"
global citizens. - . •'. . .
. ^ ;Vv
• 'After nearly a year of gainirijg
an impressive breadth of knpy. 1edge and skills, these students return home changed forever)^ said
Admissions Representative^ Kerry
'. C-i "/: ' ' £.V :' .-;¦ . ..¦• "
Pfarner. Y
Through the use of on-stage
dramatic performance, community service and international
travel, studenb ledmJo express
their own culture and
to appreci,
ate others.¦',;, ';|;';¦';';iV• 'l ', , :y ' . .•;. ';":>' ¦ <V .' ;';' '¦; ¦.'

"The program is a great ktepping stone in ¦ education," said

Pfarner. ¦(, . ., ' ; ' ::; ;' •' ¦ y ^ :' :^ V"v<> 4- .A., .¦ ¦¦;,
. .¦Xeast of 150 Wqridpmartntenrt .
bers arrived in Waterville on Nov.

Used books. Hardcover &
Paperbac k Bought & Sold .
65 E. Concourse • 877-2484
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Maytag Superwash Laundr y.
Shaw 's Plaza , Waterville

"Just Like Home " Quiet place to study .

\J 0%discount on W^

672-2242 * 31Templea » Watervilte
Come in and experience
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Worldsmarf s Up With People performs in Waterville.
5. In addition to performing their their stay. : y. . . v. ' ;,v . y. .
new musicalV'Roads " last week- ; Up^
end at the Water y^lle.Opera House , campus on Nov. 6 and conducted
the group performed community an open house at the Opera House
service at the American Red Cross i on:Noy^ 4;:,, 'Y/;,
';, v,. ' ;.v .V' ; ' . ;
.
tp^
place
in
Mid-Maine Chapter; Waterville
"in ot^
Area Boys and Girls Club, Salva- one of our five international casts,
tion Army ,United ^y and Ken-a- you must be 17-25 years of age or in
Set. Students lived with host fami- your senior year of high school,"
lies¦ ¦ in the¦ ¦Waterville
area during said Pfarner , ?
;
¦ ¦
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1{Pamper yourself with a who le or 1/2 day of
1 total relaxation & beauty, lunch included.
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10% Off for Colby Students
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hcho photo by jenny U uonnel
Watson Fellow candidates John Maddox,AmyRoue and WillBarndt (missing Adella Mikkelson) .

Students compete for Watson fellowshi p

her year in China, while Maddox will examine the
influence of Western health care and culture on Nepal,
Staff Writer
a country which remained relativel y isolated until
1951.
"I' m reall y excited that I might be able to travel
Last summer Will Barnt '99 was in Bolivia, soaking
up the sun and studying under a Ford Foundation around and stud y things that have always interested
grant. Next year , if all goes well, he may return for an me, but that I haven't really had the opportunity to
extended stay with the support of a $22,000 Watson pursue ," said Mikkelson. Rowe agreed , thoug h added
Fellowship. < .
that she's trying to be realistic.
"I' m trying not to focus on it too much because its
A government and international studies major who
,
spent Jan Plan of his sophomore year in New Zealand kind of a long shot, but at the same time its hard not to
Barnt is one of four Colby seniors recentl y chosen by a think about it, its really very exciting, " she said.
seven-memb er faculty reviewboard to represent Colby
Forty-nine liberal arts institutio ns compete for the
at the national competition for the
60 Watson Fellowshijps; Colby may
Watson
Fellowship.
Adella
nominate up to four representatives
Mikkelson , Amy Rowe and John
yearl y. In the 18 years that Mclntyre
Maddo x have also been nominated.
has headed the committee, Colb y has
I'm really excited
"We were looking for the combiwon an average of two spots annuthat
I
might
be
able
natio n, of person and project ," said
ally.
to
study
things
that
"We could have zero, or we could
Associate Professor of German and
Watson Foundation Liaison James
have
four , though we've had pretty
have always
Mclntyre. Wewa nted projects Which
good success in the past," he said.
interested
me.
were not only viable> but which
; This year Colby has two students
meshed well with the candidates per- -AdellaMikkelkbn'99
studying under a Watson fellowship:
sonality as well." i , - . y
Joan GibUn, in Asia, and Amy Lyons1
J Mcl.ntyreexp lainedthatthisye ^S
Higgs in South America.
thestep for the Colby
the candijudged
on
candidates
were
the
The next
if
y^ell
director
bjcfsis of a five-page proposa l|i^
of
30-yearas a 20-mj$|te dates are in^eivie^/Mth
interview conducted by members of the review bo$fd_ old fellowship program. Theinterviews willbe held on
If awarded the grants next March , the four seniors will campus in February. According to a fellowship brospend 12 months in countries including Bolivia, China , chure , the director will be looking for evidence of
India and Nepal. All of them will be continuing studies "integrit y, strong ethical character , intelligence, the
they began at Colby or abroad.
capacity for vision and leadership and potential for
Barnt , who first studied consolidating democracies humane and effective participation in the world comunder the ausp ices of Professor of Government Gillian munity. " While the fellowship will not involve formal
Denoux's "Democracy and Democratic Development" study at a foreign university, the director will also be
class, plans to "examine the impact of the newly- looking for projects that explore areas "of demonadopted German electoral system" in New Zealand , strated concern and personal interest. "
Venezuela and Bolivia.
"It willbearull one-hour interview /'saidMcIntyre.
Rowe, who observed widespread environmental "And it is very possible that they ; won't ask any
destruction while studying religious issues in India last questions about the project. They're most interested
fall, will compare approaches to mitigating the loss. in getting to know the candidate and seeing if they
Mikkelson will continue a study of the Chinese possess those characteristics outlined in the
almanac that she began at Colby and continued during brochure. "Q
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Construction may disrupt winte r sledd i ng
BY KAREN VITAL!
Staff Writer

Each year the harsh Maine winter turns Colby students towards
the many activities that haye come
to define life on May flower Hill.
Favorites include skiing, skating
arid , of course , sledding down
Chapel Hill. With the addition of
the new senior apartments near
Lorimer Chapel , however , Colby
students may soon be looking for a
new iplace toconduct this traditional
pas time; '
I Ahew steamlin eisausentl ybeing
installed thatrunsupthe hill andunder
the sidewalk on the west side of the
Chapel,Although it is a necessary part
of the unde rground system used to
maintain the AlfondSeniorApartrrient
Complex, it presents a seriousthreat to
ttiij snow on the overlying hS,) ,
•>*! "I don 't know the effects on the
sliding right now as the steam lias
y&to be turned on/'said Gd § Lib)?y,

"Twenty years ago,eight Colby men got together around an old
piano and a dog-beared copy of the Yale Song Book and began to
sing. Theyhad cometogether forthepure enjoyment of singing but
for die next few weeks,,they matched their enthusiasm , with long
, hours , of rehearsing until, on Homecoming Weekend 1947, they
unveiled their creation in concert. Colby had joined the Ivy League
schools with its own vocal octet-the Colby 8. But the 'eighf soon
showed itself to be a strangely different animal. Such groups as
Yale's Whiffenpoofs and Princeton 's Tiger Tones were content to
sing a repertoire of popular collegesongs of the 20s and 30s, while
their history is one of constant experimentation into all types of
'
„
music'7
• J " -" '
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"Every night of the week. Fain Fallon and Anne Kendall are
kept busy answering extension 432with TJial-a-Date '.What started
out three weeks ago as a joke among Pam and freshmen who were
asking her to set them up with dates has mushroomed into one of
the most interesting enterp rises on campus.
*We don't pretend to be computers to match up the most compat, ible dates / said Pam, 'but we do check every couple out with people
who know them, to make sure the couple will have something in
common.'" I
PeoplewBhingto contact Dial-a-Date should sign up on sheets
posted in ttwdorms , or call extension 432 before midnight.
'Some ajnfsing incidents have occurred. A fraternity called for
five girls .fojHH evening, also the girls have been bothered by a few
' crank callJM ltit' s been a lot of fun/ according to Anne, and it
seems th ^fflpd |-a-Date is here to stay."
units
Noven*er 4, 1966
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"Ever ythin g in Music"
Ot Mtan, Keyboards, grass Instruments, Sheet
bk Music, Televisions, Stereo Systems...
U "Home of

99 Main Street, Waterville

W JbeBi g Bana. ^

Telephone 872-562.
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import beers in Central Mfcine
The sledding hill awaits the semester's first snowfall.
:\ Tiieheatfrorrtthe stean |line, once sjidtng p^ty
©/ Jf " IJ- fc^Q ¦
;„,;,;;;/
it is turned on, coul<j conceivably V rl ^^^^ifl^paith ; runsiat: iri;$
melt jnost of ', the snow on^Ghapel ;• arigle qhd wKere .lt £rbs$es . 'the$
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rt ^mtett BeMm6up& *i86r
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the Physical Plant Department.
"As ifor the loss of snow on the time will tell," said tlbby.d '
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Dayd ream your way to success
WMELISSA GERBI
Features Editor

..

<

If you are still confused about
your career path, it may be time to
try to narrow the field. Although
many of you would rather spend
your free time in other activities,
four years at Colby should hoper
fully have geared you towards
something substantialY
Cindy Yasinski, director of the
Office of Career Services, advises
students to ask themselves, "What
do I do in my spare time?" If your
answer is munching nachos and
playingNintendo, it may be time to
prioritize and conduct a self-examination.
Yasinski takes many self-examination questions from "Outside the
Ivory Tower " by Margaret
Newhouse. The book is a tool to
help delineate certain career paths
and reconcile them with one's
strengths. Also in her book,
Newhouse suggests inquiring of
yourself, "If you could live several
lives simultaneously, what would

: * - ' ' * /: '
A mh erst , MA
;' ,
set
\
According to the Amhe^srtKuden^Asnherst Collegers to
re-examine their *admissiorywolides regarding athletes and
recruitingstrategies.AccordingtoDean of FacultyLinda Raskin,
"It's high time webrought t) M conversation back to ,the faculty
and the community/'0i_ecto|of AthleticsPeter Gooding maintained,however,that therecrAment process has been "misunderstood/' Gooding disagree^yiththe idea tha t coaches have
the final say in the admi-^j ^ Brocess. Rather, he said, they
^ submit that'to the' Off ice of
look at the needs of the iiUiyjKk
Admissions. Interim Dean, of -Adg^sions Katie Fr^twell said,
mhe
'pn the aca"Obviously we're going to gt$,tm»wt
empKasis
more
tipt
successful the
demic rating.''Goodjfh^ also^d
football team gets, tke more antsy4mAacuitygets."

s

If 'Hitj r v- Offf?^tr.^.j,.,^ .„ -¦.^^< ,
;
H«tiofd,cr -;-* " " " - y
- y&.; ;

' Faculty at T4nltyColle_ |^ 5 f iss^^;Ji|th
tKe administrae
:
m
nor
i. According^'tii^he WM% Trimg£* vev*lmembersof
what
, the faculty are s$eagp$ outl^|§tth^||f.ir|strationar-d
'^
the
roaft|i$i^t on pporig-standing
they believeto be a^
faculty
that
governance system^ ^fW laculty->pur^»
administration
is
the
making
decisions
without
con$u_ft||g
faculty.
A de-•
bate has also occ^nedregardingtl^fa^ult^|^|rceptionthat the
Dean of Faculty has become & weak position firinity
President
;
, Evan Dobelle hrp ^m^mp m-iM^^^^^m^the role of
itt
| Dean of Faculty* President Dobelle issued diSfe^ei saying, "I *
j am saddene<ianddisma^l^^el^.Qe, inacc^tiP^^d misinterpretations' conveyecpi tj i^ps^grant by; thei^p^confer*
*"
ence/' :
f.-'~;; *"%- ,v"1
ff
x,
*,
1

Coll ege of the ' Wjj i$l€foss
Wo rcester,MA

you do? Imagine finding a talent or the list will help you focus your
interest for each one."Asking such central values and requirements/'
questions of yourself enables you to
If you find yourself in a fit of
get a firmer grip on a possible career boredom or find the need to examine your friendships, reflect on why
youlikecertainpeople.Identify their
strengths and admirable qualities.
"Figuring this out may tell you
If you could live
about your values and what personal characteristics you feel are
several lives
most important," said Yasinski.
simultaneously,
Whenyouare daydreamingabout
what would you do? theperfect careerafter MayflowerHill,
IcxationmaybeoneofthemoreimporImagine finding a
things to consider. While Detroit
talent or interest for tant
may fuel some people's fires, the car
each one.
capital of Americamaybe a drawback
-Margaret Newhouse forotheis.IfyouenjoyedFrahceduring
your junior year abroad, is there a
ch_mceyouoauldretuim?lmagingyour_
self in a place that is realisticas well as
direction.
For example, when you applied practical can be another approach to
to college or when you pictured the finding die right career.
These exercises are notnecessarperfect man or woman in your life,
you may have actually sat down ily designed for rapid advancement
and made a list of necessary at- in your career planning timetable,
tributes and characteristics. Do the but Yasinski suggests that you try
samewithyour career,said Yasinski, them. Who knOws, perhaps you'll
and allow the "list to be preliminary reach the epiphany for which you
and be revised many times. Making have been waiting.Q
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Classte Cafe welcomes Colby Students
Every Wednesday night -k 4Mto f
Show LD.frGet15%off @\j £*fo
Food Items
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Urge screen IN.
CMUPB
Mexican Food.Burgers . 400 Kemedy Memoria i Dn
Steaks and Seafood.
373-5338
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' ; 'On ' Oct,' 7, ^eV'JE>eaBn:;^* Stents Office, Colby Emergency
ResponseandDeltaAmbulance made the decision to redefine a
policy concerning emergencycases involving alcohol use. Under
this hew policy,Colby EI^s, if caUed to assist a student who has
consumed any amount of alcohol,MUST transport the student to
the Health Center followingtreatment. Under the old policy, CER
had previously beenableto treattheindividualon sight,and then,
using their ownjudgement, release him or her. > , ; y '>
>
' Thedecisionto revamp the CE
of good reasons. The hew policy absolves CER personnel, the
injured student and the Collegefrom any legal liabilities which
mayhaveresulted,under the oldpolicy.Once at theHealthCenter,
the nurseon duty willdecidewhether ornot to releasethe student.
It has been rumored that somestudents,in response to the new
CERpolicy,havedecided to makepactswithfriends to not call CER
if an alcohol-related injury or illness occurs This behavior is
DANGEROUS and extremely IRRESPONSIBLE. Having to be
transported to the Health Center, no matter how drunk the individual may be, could be viewed as an inconvenience.However;it
does not mean that any disciplinary measureswillbe taken against
the student It most certainly should not be used as an excuse to
ignore medical treatment
The normal procedure at the Health Center involves taking a
sobriety test and then, depending on the student's blood alcohol
level, either being transportedto the hospital,spending the night
in the Health Center, or being free to leave; A follow-up educational counseling meeting on alcohol abuse is also required.
Students should not risk their lives
mra or their friends'lives over a
_dgh,tot_.eHra__l,C^t«^a» ^g»_^g.Kyt,«r_Hend,
roommate or date is obviously ill or injured,it is your responsibility to call CER and let them provide the necessary aid. If you don't,
someone could die/

P.A. Department provides social alternatives

'¦' last Weekend, the purple and . red flags flew over Runnals
Union, heralding the long-awaited beginning of the Performing
Arts Department's 1998-99 season at Colby. "Alison'% House/;
directed by Visiting Director of PerformingArtsMark Cosdon '89,
sacrifice. Congratulations to the cast, and crew.. , ,,
The Perfonning Arts Department has a long list of upcoming
events,some of whicharedirected by students,somebyfaculty and
others by outside companies. Colby favcmteithe Shenandoah
Shakespeare Express, will be returningan^l^ningin Strider ,
Theater this weekend, Mile student-direct^^
premier Nov. 19-21 in the Cellar Theater. Alter Thanksgiving
break, the Colby community can look forward to the facultydirected,student-performed "Oresteia ,"and "Caribbean Nights,"
a compilation of poetry and short stories.
We are fortunate to have some especially talented performers,
crew and directors among our ranks at Colby. At times, however,
many of us forget this. How many of us would pay great sums of
moneyto see a Broadway show but have never doled the two-dollar
donation for the opportunity to view a wonderful play perf ormed
by our peers? Far too many.
In addition to being a theatrical success, last weekend's run of
"Alison's House" was also a successful example of non-alcoholic
programming. It was a fitting end to a triumphant Alcohol Awareness Week and a reminder that alcohol does not have to be the key
component to an entertaining weekend night.

New CER release policy explained
On behalf of Colby Emergency
Response, we would like to inform
you of the changes made to our
release policy and .to dispel any
rumors that may be circulating
on campus.
Due to recent scrutiny of the alcohol use at Colby,the Health Center staff and the Dean of Students Office, in conjunction with both CER
and Delta Ambulance, deemed it
necessary to redefinethe policy concerning the referral of alcohol use
cases to the Health Center. Everyone involved was concerned that
the existingpolicymight notbe meeting the health needs of the student
body. In the course of this review,it
was decided that CER, in dealing
with students who have consumed
alcohol, will rto longer be releasing
these students on-scene.
On the Colby campus, the decision to release a patient has always
been a difficult one, as the rescuer
takes responsibility for the well being of the patient when CER responds to a situation. Releasing a

patient puts a rescuer in a compromising position as he or she is no
longer able to assess the statusof the
individual from that point on. The
possible outcomesof releasing a student who has consumed alcohol are
highly uncertain, because there is
always the risk that the student's
condition could worsen, (whether
it be from a slower onset of the
effects of alcohol or the student's
continued consumption.) It was
the decision of the review committee to amend the release
policy in the best interests of the
health and well being of the student body and to avoid any legal
liabilities that could arise for the
EMT, the student,or the College.
Colby EmergencyResponsewill
continue to provide students with
the best possible qualify of care. As
was done in the past, we will continue to assess all patients on scene
and treat medical concerns. However, if alcohol usepresents a medical concern, the student will be required to go to the Health Centerfor

reassessment by the health professional on duty. It will thenbe the
Health Center's decision whether
and when to release the studentPlease keep in mind that a visit to
the Health Center does not imply
mat disciplinary action or administrative involvement will result; it is
merely a protectivemeasure in the
student's best interest.
CER is by no means a policing
body for the College or otherwise. We are simply a studentrun organization whose main
objective is to provide medical
care to the members of our community. We ask that you do not
hesitate to call us in the event of
an emergency or a situation in
which a friend' s health niay be
j eopardized.
If youhaveany questionsor concerns regarding this policy please
contact the Dean of Students Office
at3104 or the Health Center at 3396.
Chris Rogan,Director of CER
Gina Espinosa-Salcedo, CER

Vandalism needs to stop
My name is Kim, and I am the
Night Supervisor in the Spa/Pub. I
have worked for Sodexho-Marriott
Inc. at Colby for the past five years.
Over these five years you may have
seenmedoingalmostanythingfrom
making nachos and pizza> to scrubbing the floor on my hands and
knees and organizing and planning
a Halloween Party oh my own taine;
I have met many wonderful people
and for the most part have had a
very positive experience at my job
here. However over the past two
years I have had much vandalism
done to my vehicle and am writing
today to askthe communitytoplease
leave my car alone!!! This school

year has not been as bad as the year
before. The year before I had air
taken out of my tires, water in my
gas tank, my rear window defrost
lines keyed so bad they would
hardly work, numerous scratches
and three radio antennas broken
off. I idel this is very disrespectMri
This year as many of you know who
take tliefeme to khow mer I have a
relatively new car. The first night I
drove my car here last semester, my
windshield was broken, and my car
was walked over by some drunks
wantingme to go back in and make
them some nachos. This semester
has been calm,relatively. However
last night a screwdriver was found

oh my car and some paint had been
scraped off my rear bumper. I am
asking you before this gets out of
hand again to pleaseleave mineand
other vehicles parked behind tKe
Spa alone. There has also been A
LOT of damage to other .vehicles
parked tBerel VVe kre ftieie-to serve
you ahd ' do i it to the1 best of our
abilities '£nd ' don'r apbrea4tev ihe '
lack of respect given to Us. Damage
costs us money to repair,money we
work very hard for. So please help
us out and leave the cars alone.
Thanks from all of us at the Spa.
Kimberly Boyce
Night Supervisor, The Spa/Pub

Business as usual fro m the SGA President

It's been ~business as usual here
at SGA over the last two weeks.
Our days have been filled dealing
with numerous issues - everything
from alcohol to a proposed "Colby
Code" to NCAA competition.
At Presidents' Council last
Thursday, a motion passed to extend the $250 fine and community
service for open container?and enf ounded in !87 7
tering or exiting registered parties
with alcohol (the previous resoluRENEE LAJEUNESSE, Editor-in-Chief
tion expired ,after a two week peAMY MONTEMERLO, Managing Editor
riod). The consensus among the
MATT APUZZO, News Editor
DANIEL MORRIS, Ad Design
presidents was that the fine has
BECKY POLLARD, Sports Editor
GARETH OSBORN, Layout Editor
been an effective and fair deterrent
EZRA DYER, Opinions Editor
JULIA DREES, Layout Editor
, BETSY LOYD, Asst. News Editor '
considering the potential risks
MELISSA GERBJ , Features Editor
BRAD REICHEK,A6'EEd.. or
BECKY SCHECHTER, Asst. Sports Editor
party hosts face, and that most, if
KOL HARVEY, Business and Advertising
MAX SADLER,Copy Editor
not every, student is aware of the
ERIC FLEISCHMAN, Layout Assistant
MELANIE GURYANSKY,P.«..o E<».or
/
fine,
Alcohol. I have been meeting
frequ ently with President Cotter to
THE COLBYECHO is a weekly newspaper published by the students of Colby Collegeon
Thursday of each week the Collegeis in session.
discuss social life and the use of
. 7.-/£ fCWO encourages letters from its renders, especially thosewithin the immediate .'
alcohol at Colby, Also, every Thurscommunity.Lettersshould not exceed400words and must pertainto a currentissue or topic at
day afternoon Brad and I meet \$th
Colby, Lettersare due by Sunday at midnight for publication the same week.Lettersshould be
Dean
of Students Janice Kassman
typedandmustbeslgncdandindudeanaddressorphore^
letters on a 3.5inch MJr.dr.tosh disk In MicrosoftWord format, You may also subn.lt letters via
to talk about current student life
e-mail to "edio®colbyedu".
issues,
After spending much time
THE ECHO reserves tho right to .edit all submissions,
speaking
with the eight commons
TheEditorials,above,are theoffidal opinion of thep^
leaders and Social Chair JesseDole,
columns, advertising and features are thoseof the author,not the fewo,,,
THE ECHO will make every effort jjossIMq bb prevent inaccuracy,but will not bo held
T truly feel t^a^b^^^ we'll be
responsible for errors In advertisementsor artidos.
back on tracfyyeryi sliprtly,
tes,orto
Forln(amationcmpubl.<Mtiondi.
' V ;Studentb
(^87M349(x33^pn campus). ; V
pinio^^
'
i'Fcf qilestiorw j »l)C)ut
adwrtislngand buslrvessissuofi, please call (207)f}72-37B€(,email
:; continued. tdfUn^ii^^
edioad_J5colby.edu
, or fax (207)872-3555,Our mailing addressIs: THE Casv KHO, 5921
(S
. . ... . ,, ^{
. ^p ^ y; -.^ ibn.Pbll on the dtevhomepage;^
Jf ayOo ^^
and¦ have;¦¦ found
it
to be a¦ ¦ great
way
¦ ¦
¦¦
¦

The Colby Echo
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to know the student body's stance
on various issues. We've worked
out some kinks and now students
must enter their access code to ensure that everybody only votes
once.
"Colby Code.'' Brad and I have
been part of a task force presently
deciding whether or hot an honor/
social code is right for Colby.
Pugh Center. After meeting with
many groups over dinner, Brad and
I have helped alter the format of the
Pugh Center Alliance (PCA) and
have spoken with students interested in reevaluating the mission
statement of the Pugh Center.
NCAA post-season play. The issue of NCAA post-season competition for NESCAC schools has not
disappeared. While it has quieted
down considerably here at Colby,
students at other NESCAC schools
still aren't satisfied with last year's
compromise. I will be traveling to
Amherst th is weekend,,along with
SGA Parliamentarian Kara
Falkenstein and several team captains for a conference where we'll
meetwith SGA rrepresentativesand
team captains from other NESCAC
colleges. VVe plan to discuss NCAA
competition, last'ifiw
.Vyea^s ' cbmprp- .
mise and ^h^i^;^0 gb ^w there, !
,
Bbolc.'^ye;ire'i
'• :.!;"'^^emit_^
ffleeo^'sfai^.^

ReviewBook.Thisbook (whichyou
will actually never hold in your
hands, but rather find on the Web)
will feature student evaluations of
courses in order to supplement the
extremely brief descriptions provided by the official Colby Course
Catalogue. We've been speaking to
several schools that have similar
review books and to many Colby
professors to get their opinions on
the project. We are proceeding carefully,however,becausewe certainly
do not want to taint Colby's highly
touted student / faculty relationship.
We are excited about this project
and you can expect to hear from us
shortly in search of students interested in being editors for the Academic Review Book.
Last night Brad and I were out
on the Street of the Library, Why?
Because we want to hear from you.
Rea lly. We can't possibly know
what you want or what's wrong,
unless you tell us. Please approach
us anytime. The SGA does have an'
incredible amount of power and is
highly regarded by the administration, Let's put this power to the
test. Now is the time to make a
difference. What can we do for you,
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Are we as apatheti c as we seem?
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Bongo drummin g doesn 't necessaril y equ al "hi pp ie"
•
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In reading this week's copy of
the Echo,I wassurprised toencounter the article about bongo drums
on campus. I was not surprised to
read that one member of the Colby
community was annoyed by the
constant playing of drums outside
hiswindow,because whiletheplaying of drums is something I am not
bothered by, I can understand ber
ing frustrated by various sorts of
noisydistractions whileI am trying
to study or sleep. What surprised
me was how PatrickJ. Denial's article attacked a portion of the Colby
community.
What you have done,Patrick, is
assignthe activity of "playingbongo
drums" to a particular type of stu-

-

'

'

-

denton campus,and thenproceeded
to try to elicit some sort of positive
support for your fiiry by insulting
this type of student. While I do not
admire your attempt at humor I am
troubled tihat you would express
your discontent in such a nasty and
unproductive way. I have several
friends who!
think you would not
consider "hippies" who do play
drums, and do not necessarily play
them to find their "inner rhythm"
but rather enjoy the release it gives
them from their stresses or what
have you.
I think, Patrick, that you can
find maturity in yourself to deal
with this problem in a more constructive way. Perhaps you can

'

¦ ¦¦

•

-

, .

¦

begin by simply asking the drum
players outside your window to
find another place to drum. I
would be surprised if a group of
"quasi-musicians"would continue
to bother you with their "noise pollution" if you told them nicely to
find another place. This kind of interaction is more respectful/ and the
first step towards uniting diversity
on campus isusing respect,notslander. Please, next time you feel like
bashing studentson campus, take the
time to educate yourself on your particular issue and try to avoid stereotypes. Oh, and those big drums,
they're called djembes. . "¦
Emily Zlatin '00
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Staff Writer

Hello all you faculty members,
President Cotter, Dean of Faculty
Ed Yeterian and the 1800
undergrads of Colby College (even
those of you who spend the majority .of your time peering intently
mtoSOOgazilliondoilarmicroscopes
in 500 gazillion dollar academic
buildings). Welcome to my rant. I
proipise that,it willbe reactionary,
hyp(ert?olic, ^lqated, vaguely inform
m^ve an^s^ig|ttly witty:.f as usual,
right? Well this timeit just may be
justified. Because this week my
crazed raving concerns a Colby
College legacy of which I am an
integral part. But first; allow me to
tell you a story.
Last week I headed over to the
basement of AMS to join my fellow
American Studies majors and faculty for a few slices of pizza and
some root beer. I walked in, and I
noticed a few things (pay attention,
these things will later add pathos
and poignancy to my argument).
First, I noticed that I knew EVERYONE in the room. True! I know every person who chose the best ma
ior in the school. Wow, I thought

Howreally cozy, I thought. Second,
I noticed that I LIKED everyone in
the room. There wasn't one person
there who I couldn't stand to be
arcjnd. There wasn't a single human being there whom I couldn't
have a conversation with. Amazing!Seriously, how often does that
happen at a Colby gathering? Not
too damn often. Then I noticed the
broccoli pizza, so I chowed.

The America n Studies
major is in serious , ,
jeopardy of dying a
miserable , neglected
death ;
A few minuteslater,we were all
listening intently to David Lubin,
the chair of the department, as he
told us that the American Studies
major was in serious jeopardy of
dying a miserable, neglected death.
The problem, he explained, has
sprung from the imminent exodus
of department faculty from Mayflower Hill next year. Andrea Volpe
is out of here for good, Charlie
Bassett is packing his retirement

bags,andPamelaThoma,Katherine
Stubbs ahdMargaretMcFaddenare
all taking their tenure-track
sabatticals. That leaves only Lubin
to teach all the Intros and all the
Seminars (Junior and Senior) in addition to his classes in the art department. He must also advise every major and minor, and oversee
every honors thesis. Why must he
cany thisload,you are asking?Well
exactly, my friends. Exactly the
question my feltow AmericanStudies pals and l are asking.
- i TheliteralahsweristhattheCollegehasn'ftseenfitto hire any American Studies faculty to replace the
folks who are leaving. Supposedly,
there is not enough money in the
college budget to hire a temporary
professor, so the powers-that-be at
the #17 liberal arts college in the
country have no choice but to wipe
their eyes as one of their up-andcoming academic programs flounders for a year,just as it isbeginning
to gain deserved respect and popularity. Junior and sophomore majors are being warned that they may
have to find a new major. Raise
your hands if you think if sremotely
possible to fulfill all the requirements of a new major in the senior
See S TUDIES, cont. on page 13
C.
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. Someone remarked to me recently that people at Colby,don't
care about anythinglarger than theirpersonalconcerns and ambitions m&thereforeact from a deep wellol:masturbatoryinterest I
hesitantly agreed with my Mend over lunch,though after visiting
othercollegesofbothsimilarand radicallydifferent studentbodies
(i.e. not as white as Steve Buscemiin February) oyer the years, I
chose to extend the comment to include all American college
students. So I havecreated a sketch of the average college student:
apathetic,self-absorbed,insular,vaguely nihilistic,witha healthy
wardrobeof Abercrombie & Fitch.
According to this exhaustively researched and flawless example, we are either confused cockroaches with a fashion allowance, or typical twenty-somethingswith poor taste in clothes.
WhneIwouldleai\sIowly,towai^theIatterintermsof imagiiiing
theentirepopulationof AmericancoUegestuderits inafoodprocesbut feel disappointed that this profileencourages ,
sor,Icaimothelp
our lazy tendencies towardsselfless action, or serves as an excuse
for us towatch the newsbiteson CNN and assume we are aware of
ChecuixentsteteofWorldaffah^and^ moreimpoitantly^cbncemeii
Perhaps I can transfer the guilt of apathy for a moment to our
current media establishment which packages newsbites with the

We are either confused cockroaches with
a fash ion allowance , or typical twentysomethings with poor taste in clothes.

American Studies must be saved
BY OLIVER GRISWOLD
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marketing muscle normally reserved lor "The Real World." What
we now accept as investigative and analytical reporting is little
more than Huxley's BraveNew food pills: tasteless,miniscule and
easily swallowable. Without an in-depth history of events, or a
balanced micro and macro analysis of cause and effect relationships, the nightly news reports cunningly provide the assurance
that we have a level of awareness for theworldaround us,though
not a level whose magnitudewouldawakenour desires to actually
do something. While this generalization ignores the subjective
experience of human/media interaction, it outiines the founding „
principleof contemporaryiaformationproduction;provideenough ,
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We like dent apples,though sometimes the apples ain't all that
bad. The recent press over the killing of Matthejw Shepard was
remarkablenot only in its content,but that it was so popular with
, news sources. From the cover of Tifne,to the firststory on the seven
o'clock news; the prejudice-based assault and killing of a gay man
became the hot story in American households. While the, story
might have been ignored if Shephard had not been queer (the main
argument of opponents to the story's popularity) it is not a bad
thing that we were able to read something else than Monica's
' ' *,,
grocery list
'
It is bad that the event occurred at all, which Colby students
recognized when they received a mailing,from The Bridge announcing the tragedy,and plans to pass out rainbow pins for those
who would honor Shepard's memory in a small display of support.
The rainbow; which has long stood as a symbol for gay rights,
became pinned to half of the student body's bookbags,with many
of those students not giving a shit that they might be (gasp)
See APATHY
, continuedon page 12

A disaGREable experience at th£ C
her appearance, and commands everyone lations involved in writing one's name on given." Unfortunately for me, the answer
BY EZRA DYER
to now get up and leave Lovejoy 213, so that the test. With this section of the test com- could not be determined with the informaOpinions Editor
they may be shuffled off to some other pleted, I feel confident and ready to attack tion given on nearly every problem. I don't
room. This immediately causes a Space Section One, the contents of which remain a think it was supposed tobe that way. That's
OK. Who needs math anyUp until last Saturday, !was unsure of Mountain-style line as everyone
way? Why, I can count on liny
my future, and nearly every day I would tries to get out.
fingers the number of times
settle on a new career to pursue. But that is
When I finally reach the front
I've ever needed it!
no longer, for I have found my calling. First, of the line,I am assigned my room
The verbal section was betI realized that I am a sadistic, twisted, anal and desk number.But first,I must
ter, but still unpleasant. Is
retentive geek with a passion for making pass GRE security. One GRE
"glutinous" the opposite of
other people feel stupid for not knowing bouncer inspects my ID, while
"nonviscous?" My least favorexactly what the word "teme rit y" means. another frisks me down in search
ite part of the verbal stuff was
And then my Internet chat room love slave, of cheat sheets or miniature radio
the analytical reasoning porLayla, pointed out that I have an uncanny earpieces through which I might
tion, where they throw you
knack for inflicting pain on strangers. So I contrive to beat the system. They
questions like this: "Mike,Joe,
have decided to become one of the people don't like the fact that I'm wearRecord
Exaruinations
Grawflilti
Dave, Bill and Rolanda go
who writes the GRE exam.
ing sneakers, but I slip them each
bowling. Each of them uses
The GRE exam resembles the SAT, which a twenty and am finally permitI had almost managed to forget after four ted inside Lovejoy 212, otherwise known as mystery because Article One, Section Five, one ball, the colors of which are black, green,
The Room.
years of psychotherapy.
Paragraph Three, Footnote ii of the GRE Big blue, turquoise and metalflake purple. Bill
I look around for desk Book Of Rules states that "thou shalt not has a pathological fear of the color green
But the GRE is more than
22, and find it in the last break the seal on the test booklet before the and hates Dave for having sex with his
just a test. For about four
The GRE peop le love
hours, the GRE people
row. To my dismay; desk monitor says to, or you will be shot dead." girlfriend. Mike can only bowl on Wednesdictate your every move
22 is one of those inte- One unlucky soul receives a test booklet days since he had his hernia operation and
to
see
you
cry
almost
grated folding desk- that already has the seal broken, causing Rolanda likes the way Dave's buttocks
with calculated precision. No, Ez, you may
as much as they love chair things,and the desk the GRE lady a fit of consternation unseen clench together when he gets a strike. San
NOT go to the bathroom.
partis oriented for some- since I tried to switch desks without per- Francisco is playing at New England. Which
to
see
you
follow
of the following MUST BE TRUE?
one left-handed. I ask if I mission.
The GRE folks love to
A) Rolanda hopes Dave gets a strike.
can sit at another desk,
make people follow diEventually, only about an hour and a
dire ctions.
B) Bill's ball is green.
and make a move to- half after everyone arrived in Lovejoy 213,
rections. The first thing
^¦
^¦
^¦
^¦
¦
i
C) It is Tuesday and Mike is there.
wards the next one over. l a m ready to begin section one. I don't
everyone does is gather
D)
The answer cannot be determined
in Lovejoy 213, a room
"NOOOOOO!" shrieks remember whether it was a math or verbal
that is already full when I get there. More the GRE lady. Before I know it, the thugs section, for after I started everything was from the information given, not even by us
people stream in, and the crowd becomes have me up against the wall, arm twisted kind of a big blur. I remember a few particu- here at the GRE Fun Center.
I would pick "D." I almost always pick
uneasy. Not everyone has a desk. Could the behind my back. "What'd ya think you were lar problems, but if I wrote about them
infinitely wise GRE people have really doin', punk?" they whisper in my ear. here. . . well, I shudder to think of the "D." That's why I think I should work at the
scheduled a test of this size in a room this "Think you were gonna undermine the GRE consequences. However, I can recount my GRE Test Creation Place. Aside from my
small? Of course not. They just wanted to lady's organization, here? I don't THINK favorite formats for the math and verbal aforementioned beneficial personality traits,
I am an expert at creating unsolvable probsee if you'd go.to that room with your two SO!"
sections.
After calling off the thugs and settling
In the math section, there were a great lems. Just ask anyone who's ever seen me
sharpened number two pencils, find there
,
were no more seats and start to cry. The her spastic colon the GRE lady grudgingly many delightful brain busters that involved try to work on my car. Not that I plan on
GRE people love to see you cry almost as gives me another seat. Then the tests are determining whether the value in column sending this article to the GRE people with
much as they love to see you follow direc- handed out, and the real fun starts. The A was greater than, less than or equal to the my job application or anything, but let me
tions. So once everyone is suitably dis- GRE lady begins reading the first page of value in column B. Just for kicks> they threw just say that the GRE test rules!I'd love to
traught, and things are running about fif- the directions, which are approximately as in a fourth option, which was, "the answer work for you guys. I get all glutinous whenteen minutes late, then the GRE lady makes long as the Starr report and detail the regu- cannot be determin ed wit h the in f ormati on ever the idea crosses my mjjrudj $ think.p

APATHY, continued f r o m page 11
assumed to be homosexuals by
strangers. A friend ot mine at
Oberlin College told me that
more than 75percentofhis school
showed up for a candlelight vigil,
and I heard similar stories from
other colleges and universities ,
laigeandsmalLAndwhilewemight
not haveall known the entirestory
behind Shepar d's death, we acted
(in however small, yet significant
fashion ) from an instinct that reminds ns that hate is bad, love is
good, and that it could have been
father or
son_
our
_ brother
_ , cousin,
__.
. .
-

*

who was bound to a fence post and
left to die in the cold.
' This form of action based on
indiscriminate amounts of information is potentiall y dangerous ;
but hardly a new concept , and
perhaps the drily (or at least preliminary ) reaction to out premillennialdeluge offactsand figures. The concept of the twentysomething-year-old human as introspective andself-obsessedhas
alsolong stoodas apopular myth,
andrepeatedl yprovedofits value.
' L , Theconceptof Colby students ,
caring, concerned
stuhowever, .,as
i
j
.
- Y/ r

'

'

dents and citizens is rarely discussed, and even less often
supported. The rainbow pins
are only a portion of Colby 's
social consciousness; the College and its students support
many well-intentioned outreach groups that ate always
open fo new members. Perhap s the recent aftermath of
Shepard' s death will encourage further interest , rage and
passion for the lives that surround us, in both local and
global terms. The , strength of
our situation lies in the bonds
we form with others: students ,
professors , staff members , locals and anyone else (th is ethic
is clearly not realized by the
administration as they stand
to boost their profits next year
by a conservatively estimated
$630,000when they eliminate offcampus housing).
, This campus may be small
and removed , but we have come
from many places,and Will travel
to even more. VVe cannot afford
to discourage caring for those we
have yet to meet.Q
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Parkin g tl^kets
^
BY BRAXTON WILLIAMS
Staff Writer

Not too long ago I strolled out
of my dorm to run some errands
in town. As I whipped out my
keys and crossed the street over
to the Mary Low Commons parking lot,I was struck with the exact
same feeling that has been striking Colby students for years on
their way out to their cars, which
is the feeling of not knowing
where the hell yoUr car is. After
circling the lot desperately about
ten times, scouring the Hillside
and Bob's parking lots, running
over to see if my car was still at
Rite-Aid and running back to
Mary Low,.!realized that it had
been sitting in the front row the
entire time.
I got in my car, backed reluctantly out of my precious parking
space and performed my errands
in town. Unfortunatel y,I returned
at about 7 p.m., which is when
people from all over the country
flock to the Colby parking lots
just to see how. fast they can fill
them up. After weaving my way
around each row and placingiand
mines under the cars of the people
who had decided to park directly
on top df the white lines, I found
myself looking around fruitlessly
for a parking space. There were
none, mainly because a few of the
cars in the back row were Ford
Expeditions, which take up as
much parking space as a Boeing
¦

¦

STUDIES, im_ f£
pr ompg .11 - ' , . . . . ,.

747. I looked toVmy right as I posed to know it was illegal to
turned into the back row and park off the pavement? I was
found that several people had going to file an appeal , at Secudecided to park on the small rity and in doing so, proclaim
gravel area where the pavement my overwhelming Tightness to
stopped. Then I followed their the world. "
example; I was a little worried,
After filing the appeal, I asked
though/ because I don't own a an English professor what she
Subaru'Outback. Does this mean thought happened to people who
-;- . ;.
I can't eo off-road?
park off the pavement, and she
A few days
said, "Really
later I decided;
bad V stuff;"
after staring at a This runaway policy of When I asked
blank Word
my
friends
dealing
t
h
au
t
hori
t
y
wi
document enabout it, they
titled "First Pasaid
if they told
figures
needs
t
o
be
per
for
me,they^dliave
Shakespeare
to kill me. It
revised *
Class,"that I reseemed I was
ally needed to
missing somego into town to buy the entire line thing. But they all managed to slip
of Halloween Edition Fez Dispens- in the same paranoid comments
ers. As I moseyed out to my car, I about how The Man is trying to
noticed that there was a small bring us all down, and how he's
white slip under me windshield watchingour every move, waiting
wiper. I had gotten a ticket for fpr us to slip up. One classmate of
parking on the unpayed area of minesaid it was a "gyp." He went
the parking lot. Oh my God. It was on to recount how the Five-0 allike,totally lame. I snatched it from ways treated him like crap for no
the car and pouted my way over to reason,likethat time in high school
Rite-Aid. And Rite-Aid didn't even when he got caught with a whole
have all of the Halloween Edition lot of cocaine in the trunk of his
Fez Dispensers. It was all such a car.
waste.
I then began to rethink my iniAfter about a week of using tial reaction to receiving the parkthe parking ticket as a bookmark ing violation. It seemed my ultrafor my Nintendo Power maga- defensive, teenage aggressive rezine, I decided in my self-righ- action was something that carteousness that I had been so right ried over from high school, a time
in parking on the gravel, and Se- when authority figures served not
curity had been sO wrong in giv- to keep us from danger or help us
ing me the ticket. How was I sup- do the right thing but instead
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served to cramp our style and
keep us from having fun. It was a
time when horror was hearing
someone yell "COPS!" at a house
party. T actually remember one
such incident. I have a vivid picture of vaulting several six-foot
fences, beer in hand, all the while
embracing several Eastern religions (unwittingly sparking the
fire for. my eventual hip Gen-X
trendiness) in an effort to increase
my chances Of not getting caught
by my parents.
This runaway policy of dealing
with authority figures needs to be
revised. Members of Colby Secu:
rity are just trying to do their job
well. We shouldn't expect them to
bend the rules just so we don't
have to pay for tickets. After all,
this would lead to the eventual
decline and fall of Western Civilization, not to mention gratuitous
non-pavement parking across the
globe.
From now on, I won't flash a
scornful look at the Security vehicles as they skulk by like they do
at two miles-per-hour as if they're
about to perform a drive-by shooting. But don't get me wrong—my
appeal is still filed down at the
Security office. But from now on
I'll resign my rebellious nature to
a cool skepticism and a Marlborosunder-the-shirt-sleeve demeanor.
But I still wouldn't mind not having to pay the ticket. I mean; ten
dollars. You know how many Pez
dispensers you could buy with
that?[_l

year. The current juniorsare
facing that quandary at this
moment Sophomores might
have better luck fulfilhng a
newmajor,but all this speculation is beside the point.
These students have chosen
the major because it excites
their intellect and appeals to
their need for,in theimmortal
words of the Collby Course
Catalog,genuinely interdisciplinaryinsights into the complexitiesof Americanthought
and culture. .
Colby administratorsand
trustees ,you havea responsibility,to yourstudentsan&9$

,
y wK^yMj imp

cutthroat academic world, to
seetoit that wehaveAmerican
Studies prof essors next year.
The poorest schools in the
country alwayshave teachers,
for goodness sake!Dial up
Shupf or Alfond pr someone.
There must be at humanities
milUonaireouttheirewho
likes
us. Better yet, hire us, the seniormajorsI Weknowtheprogram like the back of our
hands. We could teach in
groups, because we like each
other , and you wouldn't need
to dish out the big bucks because we don't have our PhDs
yet In any case, do SOMETHING. I cannot express how
ridiculous it is that I even had
to write this article. But thank
you all for listening anyway.
HarumphliQ
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BY RYAN DAVIS

Contributing Writer
This weekend, the fall season of Performing Arts at Colby
opened with a presentation of Susan Glaspell's 1931 Pulitzer
Prize-winning play "Alison's House." The strong performance, often moving and sometimes funny,highlighted the
story of a family grappling with problems caused by a deceased relative's notoriety.
"Alison'sHouse"focusesontherelativesof AlisonStanhope,
a famous poet whose life bears a striking resemblance to that of
Emily Dickinson. It is set on the last day of the 19th century,as
the family, in the process of moving finishes packing up the
house in whichAlison spent most of her life and wrote all other
poems. Alison's elderly sister Agatha (Stacy Erickson'Ol) and
brother John (Ben Grasso '99),gather the lest of the family to
help with the final preparations. John's children ted (Jory
Raphael '(32), an overeager college student, Eben (Erik Bowie
'00), who is trapped in a loveless marriage and Elsa (Michelle
Farrell '01), the black sheep of the family thanks to her affair
with a married man, are all on hand to reminisce about Alison
and ponder the influence she has had on the family.
Problems arise when Mr. Knowles (Matt Lundquist '99), a
big-city newspaper reporter, shows up and begins asking
questions about the poet for a story he is writing. The conflict
about how much of Alison's life belongs to the family and
how much belongs to the world causes passionate conflicts
among ,the characters. For instance, Eben's shrewish wife
Louise (BrynParry '01) is worried aboutthe details of Alison's
somewhat strange, sheltered life becoming; known. These
confrontations often grow heated, especially after some of
Alison's previously unknown poems are discovered.
The play was very muchaii ensemble piece with no single
star/ and the performances were uniformly impressive. As
John, Grasso had the most prominent role as patriarch,but he

¦'Y; Echo photo by Fyodor Shumilov
Emily LeBlanc '99 and Michael Bates '01 provide comic relief in "Alison's House. "
never allowed himself to overshadow the others. John's concern for his famous sister's legacy and privacy was genuinely
moving. Bowie's sarcastic performance as miserable Eben
was a pleasure to watch. In an entertaining performance,
Parry had no trouble convincing the audience that Eben
despised Louise; nearly all her lines involved her hatefully
belittling other characters.
Though it takes place nearly one hundred years ago,
"Alison's House" deals with current topics such as family

conflict and the relationship between public and private lives.
Director Mark Cosdon '89 choseto stage "Alison'sHouse"
after looking.'through' a list of Pulitzer Prize-winning plays
and .finding that he did not know anything about this one:
He said that "it is a play that deals with secrets and what
you do with them and wim an artist's relationship and
responsibility to society." En addition, he continued, it poses
the question "How much of an artisf s true self should be
Y
revealed to the world?"Q

A cappella grou ps entertain for alcohol awareness
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BY LIZ FRANKEL

Contributing Writer
Under the dimmed lights of the Page
Commons Room on Nov. 4, Colby's a
cappella groups performed for a large and
enthusiastic audience as part of Alcohol
Awareness Week.
The Blue Lights took the stage first with
"Take It Easy." A special round of applause was given to first time soloist
Geoff Albert-Balinski '02. Their set continued with "Bouncing Round the Room."
The . group increased their volume towards the end of the song, and as audience member Lambie Bickford '01 said <
they sounded "pretty cool."
The Blue Li ghts began the next
number, "Istanbul ," in a huddle , uttering deep, sorrowful sounds. The
tone became livel y when Mike Farrell
'00 burst into center stage, jumping
from the shoulders of Chris Davis '00J .
Dennis D'Angelo '99 joined Farrell as
the other soloist and the two entertained with play ful smiles and comic
gestures. At one point, Monty Hobson
'02 stole the focus from the pair by
dancing, and the two pushed him back
into place, amusing the audience once
again.
The Megalomaniacs took the stage
next , beginning with "Closer to Fine."
The harm ony was beautiful when soloists Kristin North '99 and Alice Rober t s '02 sang together. They continued with /April Come She Will," another mellow song featuring Sarah
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The Megalomaniacs prove you don't need alcohol to have fun by performing for students during AlcoholAwareness Week.

fully. Rather than imitati ng Chapman , \„ \ cessful new song, "Some Fantastic ," feaslapping, was amusing.
The Colbyettes, in their classic black she made the song her own with her turi ng Stan O' Cpughiin '01 and Reed
bottoms an d colore d to p s, walked on unique Voice an4 choices of emphasis. ¦ Bunjdy ' 01J .;. / ¦;V ' ; ;> • ¦ yI y 'V . y ^ - ; stage to form a half circle around Karen The song conclude d to wild app lause, I The audience , many sporting the
Siwith '99 arid Emily Dowd '99. They as the talented soloist grew modest and blue Alcohol Awareness Week bracebegan the set on a positive note as the returned to the group. The Colbyettes lets , which are physical pled ges of goGoodrich '01 and McKyla Noble '02. two sang "Never Ever" with the group concluded their part of the concert with ing alcohol-free for the week/ filed out
pf the room intoxicated by the joyous
The hig hlig ht of the Megalomaniac 's backing them up. of
/'tor n'' featuri ng Yuki Kodera '01 ,
w
The
the
their pejf p*:£'
highlight
music, ,jt is especially wonderfu j that
set was ''T ake /A $h fnce, The song
;
^
'by
;i
,
;Natev J ue. '99 who mance , however , was Tracy ;;CJ^ap^n*iB;
all the a cappella groups took time out
was!vpi-efaced

said , "Me and Ben have some choreog- " JPas f-VCar/rv which I f eature ivM ^lissaY;.SpencerV elptt ^
of their busy schedules to once again
Colby
rendition of t^e
raphy worked out. I thought I should Tfji fc^
8 standaid "Sexual f Jjjtt ^t!^^^
,^rn ;;;ithe ^^
j£o|j»y$t^^^
singing was energetic and delightful , and and lovely back groun d sounds , as ;;erj^ahd;'cp^
tlfie i.Kd_licli^
TracK ^niB« Sahf aearl f*ntf pwe^ plause. The Colby 8 finished with a suc- Alcohol Awaremess Week a success.?

Erica Wheeler gives tou chin g
Coff eehouse performance

were based on experiences in her
own life or in newspaper articles.
Contributing Writ er
Wheeler's perform ance was
comprised of both fast arid slow
Walking intothe Mary Low Cof- folk songs and a couple of bluesfeehouse ori the night of Nov. 5,one style times that showcased her vomight have mistaken Erica ¦Wheeler cal and stylistic range. Most of her
for just another Colby student. songs deal with relationships. After
Wheeler sat nonchalantly in the cor- being in love several times, "I don't
ner,sipping abottle of Poland Spring really know anything but I've got a
and leafing through papers as those lot to say," she said. Many of her
around her discussed various sub- songs contained poignant images
jects. In fact,
of breaking up
Wheeler saysthat
andother difficult
after playing at
situations.
In "January
Colby four times, These days when
she feels almost you talk to me,
Wind," from her
it's
as if she has gone
forthcoming allike
a
place
I'm
to school here.
bum, Whe eler
"I love playsang, "These days
you've been.
ing here. And it's
when you talk to
rica Wheeler |
—E
|
not just die disco
me, it's like I'm a
place
you've
at the Holiday
been."In another especially memoInn," she said with a laugh.
"You've had a terrific lineup this rable song, "Goodnight Moon,"she
year so far," she pointed out,refer- describedher "differentiat_ng from''
ring to previous performers at the her mother.
Coffeehouse , which include Ellis
The performance was not enPaul and Lisa McCormick. "It's kind tirely melancholy, though. Along
of daunting really—the best of the with songs that threatened to leave
singer-songwriter world."
the audience misty-eyed, she also
Wheeler, who has played -as a included tunes such as "Sober
spedal guest with such artists as the Harley Guys," about "designated
Indigo Girls, The Story, Shawn driver easy riders,"and a blues song
Colvin and Iris Dement,proved that about her cat leaving her for the
she certainly deserves to be included man next door.
The most powerful element of
in the "best of the singer-songwriter
world" category. - ^
Wheeler's performance was her
Her performance began with a voice. She conveyed the powerful
modest audience of 20 or so, but by emotions of love and loss in whisthe time she began her second set, pers, and swells. Her tone was
most of the seats were occupied. similiar to Sarah McLachlan's etheWheeler beganher sb.^w^i^l|ftgid ^aLAwe^t^e^s* bu| §& w^pjta^en.
^
yet finished her set up acoustic, a dOwn to earth and meshed with the
style muchbetter suited to the small strength and sensibility of ablues or
venueof the Coffeehouse. • ~country performer. Her vocal abilWheeler seemed at ease,giggling ity was most evident with Claudia
and joking as she took the stage. She Schmidt's "Quiet Hills" performed
apologized during her set f oi being a cappella and Van Morrison's
"chatty,"but her banter was engag- "Crazy Love."
Wheeler will be releasing a new
ing.
"Isn't it getting; to be that time of CD in December,and explained that
night?" she asked part way into her her loan came through after the
second set. "Do you guys j ust get people she was dealing with hear d
wild, go to L.L. Bean?"
her on the radio. Her performance
On a more serious note, she ex- at the Mary Low Coffeeh ouse last
plained the inspiration behind sev- week ma de t h at very ea sy t o
eral of her songs, many of which understandO

BY MARIBETH SALEEM
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Photo courtesy of The Academyof Motion Picture Arts & Sciences
Suvan Vargas (Janet Leigh) in a scene from Orson Welles* "Tou ch of Evil "

Welles ' "Touch of Evil" re-released as intended
BY MEG BELANGER
Staff Writer

Most people on the Colby campus have probably
heard of "Citizen Kane", even if they've never seen it.
Or maybe they've heard of Orson Welles in relation to
Martians landing in New Jersey. Either way, Welles,
and his film "Citizen Kane," continue to influence
Hollywood today. "Touch of Evil," a movie Welles
directed in 1958, is being re-released in theaters to
honor its 40th birthday. Finally, it can finally be seen
the way Welles intended audiences to see it.
Welles filmed "Touch of Evil" with all the creativity
and mastery of "Citizen Kane,"but he was not omnipotent in its production. Universal Studios got ahold of it
and de'dde'd to do a little re-editing, both adding arid
deleting scenes. They placed the opening credits over
;tive opening'scene, drastically|:hartging its tone. V
When Welles saw what Universal did to his film, he
wrote a 58-page letter asking the studio to make some
changes to their cut of the film. It has taken forty years
for that memo to make a difference. Due to Rick
Schmidlin, the re-edit producer, and Editor Walter
Mur ch, Welles finall y has the film he intended. The
audience now has the privilege of being able to see it
that way.
The actors in "Touch of Evil" h ad made some pretty
good names for themselves through the years. Charlton
Heston had just completed The Ten Commandments
when he signed on to do this film, in which he stars as
Mexican law enforcement official Mike Vargas. Janet
Leigh, Whom everyone knows as the woman in the
shower scene from "Psycho," stars as Suzy Vargas,
Mike's beautiful American wife. Orson Welles plays
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Hank Quinlan, the "bad cop" of the film and also an
American. There are also great cameo appearances by
such famous faces as Zsa Zsa Gabor, Marlene Dietrich
and Joseph Gotten.
Basically, you've got a honeymooning couple who
get wrapped up in an investigation when a car bomb
explodes, right as the car crosses over the border from
Mexico into the United States. Everybody seems a little
suspect: the victim's daughter, her boyfriend, the local
drug lord and even Quinlan himself. Welles explores
each option, through physical evidence and psychological analysis. It is no coincidence that Vargas stands
under a billboard that says, "Welcome Stranger!" or
that Quinlan talks about the best way to kill a man. In
a Welles film, everything means something.
"Touch of Evil" is often touted as a film noir with
if s urban setting, the shadow arid light juxtaposition,
the bad guys and the law: all categorize the movie as
filin npir. But it lacks the loner hero and the dry wit
chasaaeristic of most filth noir. Iri fact, by 1958, the
genre of film noir had pretty much ended.
TM movie also deals with some controversial issues, such as racism. There is a definite dichotomy
between the American side of the border and the
Mexican side of the border. Of course, each side also
has traits of the other. It is a very complex film, about
relationships and the law.
"Touch of Evil" may not be as gripping as
"Citizen Kane," but it's definitely worth seeing. If
you happened to catch the studio cut, you should
see what Welles had in mind before the studio
chopped it up. And if you haven't seen the studio
cut, you should see the 1998 re-edit and be touched
by a master of film. The movie is playing at Railro a d Square Cinema.Q
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rth the ride
"St ick y Fingers^
BY DENNIS D'ANGELO

Volleyball steps down from the
net at season-ending tournament

Staf f Writer

The first thing we learn in
Hilairy Brougher 's new film
"Sticky Fingers of Time" is that
pulp fiction storytelling isn't a
convention reserved for Quentin
Tarantino. The second thing we
learn is that no matter how confusing some audiences may
have found the non-linear development of "Pul p Fiction," it
is nothing compared to the time
warp that Brougher delivers .
"Sticky Fingers of Time" takes
as its inspiration fantastical science fiction p lots from 1950s
dime-store books that p layed
upon public fear and speculation of emerging nuclear technology .
In this modern retelling,
"time freaks," whose souls are
altered by nuclear exposure,
travel along time lines, interacting with different ages and
encountering threats in each.
"Sticky Fingers of Time" has an
interesting p lot that never fails
to surprise or sli ghtl y con fu se,
and its unwillingness to neatl y
tie up loose ends makes for a
suspenseful film with engaging
characters and an unruly ending.
The heroines of the film,
Tucker and Drew, are introduced separatel y, though both
share the same basic aspiration
of becoming successful writers
j n New York City. Tucker
(Terumi Mathews), a pulp fic,tion novelist in the fifties, somer
f ap Wi travels into .contemporary
New York, where she*is' aided
b y Isaac, a science editor from
her period whose ab ility to live
in non-linear time is artificial.
Isaac (James Urbaniak) guides
Tucker in her dealings with
1990 s New York , even t u a ll y
le a d i ng her t o me et Drew
(Nicole Zaray), the writer with
whom Tucker develops a connection.
Through all of these dealings is
Ofel ia (Belind a Becker ), an evil
t raveler who t r ies to destroy any
traveler who get s too close to Isaac,
with whom she shares a house on
Staten Island.
The movie moves in and out of
var ious time per iods to t ell the
story of these people, and while
the story fa ils to cohere in
p laces, the look and feel of the
f ilm allows the script moments
of confusion. This look and feel
corresponds less to other pulp
f iction standards and more to
other independent science fiction
f i lms ,
such
as
"Erasurehead." The soundtrack,
haunting in places while cute in

BY BECKY POLLARD &
BECKY SCHECHTER

Sports Editor & Asst. Sports
Editor

Photo courtesy of Strand Releasing
Terumi Mathews gets stuck in the "Sticky Fingers of Time.**
others, gives an added element
of surrealism and suspense,
while the lighting and set work
establish a dark and confusing
urban landscape in which the
characters operate, completely
immersed in a world of non
sequiter living.
Terumi Matthews does an
excellent job as fifties pul p
fiction a u t h o r t r ap p e d in
other times. Her confusion is
both believable and identifi able., J Slif iple Zaray 's performanpje ig§^jri ambivalent^ ,apathetic;jco/fttemporary writer
mirrorsi the characters that
Tucker describes and the types
of pe o p le' w r i t e r / d ir e c t o r
Broug her has come to know
while a student in New York.
Th e f i lm works by telling
the stories of peop le hopelessl y con tai ned b y their own
ti me per i ods , t houg h, when
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given the chance to live in
another, find the new worlds
no less confusing or confining than the old. Only the
ending seems to offer a solution to the confines of time,
through connecting with our
own wills and each other's
souls.
"Sticky Fingers of Time"
moves, from one confused time
period to another, but never
. lqsess: its stylistic elements1 and
underl ying plot development.
The confusion is part of J|he rktef
and the ride is worth the price
of admission.?
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Communication cannot be compromised if success in volleyball is
to be achieved. Setting, spiking and
digging rely on calling for the ball.
And if that doesn't happen, co-captain Randi Martin '99 said the outcome can suffer.
"Of any sport I know, everyone
has to be there and focused completely," she said. "When we play
badly,you can see we have communication breakdowns."
That happened periodically this
season, as the Mules 16-17 record
was marred by inconsistency.
"I think we probably didn't live
up to our potential," said Martin,
citing a second place finish at the
Maine State Tournament which the
Mules won a year ago.
And last weekend was no different. The Lady Mules went 2-2 at
the New England Small College
Athletic Conference women's volleyball championships held at
Colby.
The first round began when the
seventh-seeded White Mules shut
down 10th seeded BowdOin 3-0 (153, 15-1, 15-10). Other survivors of
thefirstroundwereWesleyan,Tufts
and Trinity, the eighth, fifth and
sixth seeds, respectively.
The top three seeds, Williams,
Amherst amid Middlebury,received
first round byes and headed to the
winner's bracket.
Amherst, Williams and
MidflfebuSy drnerged victorious in
thesecond round of the tournament.
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On the town...

November 12, 8 p.m.
November 13 & 14, 7 p.m. & 9 p.m.
SGA Film: Deep Impact
Lovejoy 100.
Shenandoah Shakespeare Express
Kicftard //7, Nov.l3, 8 p.m.
M easure f or Measur e, Nov. 14,8 p.m.
Strider Theater, Runnals Union. .
November 13, 10:30 p.m.
Rocky Horror Picture
Show
¦
.
Lovejoy 100 - • ¦ •
November 14,8 p.m. '
Colby Jazz & Wind Ensemble
Lorimer Chapel .

Amherst, who defeated the White
Mules in the first match of the
bracket 3-0 (15^9,15-4,15-7), moved
on to the thirdround with Williams,
Middlebury and Tufts,
The two teams that were shut
out in the first round, Bowdoin and
Connecticut College, played each
otherinthe consolationbracket. The
Polar Bears defeated Connecticut in
four games 3-1.
Colby began the second day of
the tournament on a high note,beating ninth-seeded Hamilton 3-1 (154, 15-5, 12-15, 15-9). But the Mules
could not hold on. They lost to Trinity 3-1 (15-10, 3-15, 4-15, 6-15) in
their bid to play for fifth place, as
Trinity went on to defeat a tough
Bates team 3-1.
In the winner's bracket, third
place went to the Amherst squad
which beat the Tufts Jumbos 3-0.
The championship game was a
rematch of last year's Middlebury
vs. Williams contest. Middlebury
made runners-up of the Ephs for
the third year in a row by winning a
grueling five set match (15-5, 5-15,
15-17, 15-11, 15-10).
A few Mules earned recognition
for their efforts in the tournament
and for the season. Martin was
awarded all-tournament honors. In
addition, all-NESCAC representatives include Reagan Carey '01,who
receivedanhonorablemehtion,and
Amanda Cuiff6 'Gi2 who was named
to the second team.
Martin said theteairi should have
more success next year with several
young players returning, including
Cuiff6 and co-captain JVlissy
Fiebelk<>rh '00, who Martin called
rOH^
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November 13,8 p.m.
*
Ruby and the Sidenten
left Bank Cafe, Blue Hill, Maine
'
" ' ""
<
November 13,8 p.m.
"The Capitol Steps'' musical politicalsatire group
t < - * <
Bowdoin College
'
Admission $15. ,
'
y
>
November 14, 7:30jj>,m*
'
' 4 "
?omer/«..., directed by Alexander Blachly. > ,
o/Erdgranj i Includesijff ptfcs of X>uFay^ Festa, deSilva
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Ope n forum to add ress NESGAG/N GAA decision

NCAA Tournament play."
of the conference into two regions-, similar to Division I
But at this point in the implementation process, can the conferences such as the Atlantic 10.
Sports Editor
ruling be changed? The verdict seems far beyond that, but
The Coaches' committees will bring their decisions to the
Langille predicted that the presidents would be willing to committee of athletic directors by this spring to be reviewed.
After a 1997-98 school year of controversy surrounding listen to whatever comes out of
"It's critical to get coaches' input as
the decision by the presidents of the New England Small the conference at Amherst.
much as we can because they're the
CoUegeAtWeticConferencetoalter the forinatof post-season
"They might listen if they
ones playing through the actual seaI want the best of both
knowhowimportantitisto us,"
play, expressions of discontent have resurfaced.
son," said Whitmore.
Amherst College will host an open forum discussion on he said.
worlds.
That committee will then present
Sunday with student government representatives and capColby Director of Athletics
the final structure to theNESCACpresi- Louisa Williams/ 99
tains of sports teams from each of the 11 NESCAC schools. DickWhitmoreisconfidentwith
dents. Whitmore predicted that the filacrosse
captain
Women's
Approximately six students from Amherst, Bates, Bowdoin, the leadership and "past collecnal step in the process will likely take
,
Connecticut College Hamilton, Middlebury, Trinity, Tufts, tiv e visio n" the presidents have
place in May. The policy is scheduled to
Wesleyan, Williams and Colby will convene to voicetheir demonstrated for the direction
take effect next year.
opinions about the April decision to crown one NESCAC of NESCAC and the link beRegardless of how each sport's
champion for each sport. Under the dedsion, the champion tween athletics and education.
champion is determined, the NESCAC has already secured
will automatically advance to play in the National Collegiate
"There'sno question that at theNCAA conference weheld an automatic bid into NCAA post-season play. The conferAthleticAssociation tournament,butno other NESCACteams here last year that President Cotter listened very well to what ence petitioned the NCAA to receive the automatic qualifier,
will be eligible for post-season play.
was being saidv And I have no doubt that they will listen which was approved in January. Whitmore said that the
Currently,NESCAC schools qualify for NCAA or Eastern again," said Whitmore. ¦
NCAA bases its decisions on the number of teams in the
CollegeAthletic Conference tournaments based on their indiWhen President Cotter informed the Colby community conference per sport and per gender.
vidual season records and schedules. Any number of teams last fall of the proposal to ban NESCAC schools from postWhat this dedsion means for athletes, coaches and their
froiyi the conference can qualif yplay
in
the
NCAA
and
ECAC,
season
protest
ensued.
In
a
schools
is the subject Of the open forum.
Conversation at the forum will likely revolve around the November 1997 open forum held in the Page Commons
Whitmore explained the effects that the NESCAC tournaeffects of the decision on individual schools and specific Room, the same night the Colby women's soccer team earned ment will have on competition.
sports. It will also address what the dedsion means for the their first NCAA playoff berth in history, Colby students,
"If s going to up the ante and if s going to make it more
future of the conference.
administratorsand faculty crowded the facility to voice their competitive to go to that next level" he said.
.;
Establishing the NESCAC as a playing conference was concerns to Cotter. The majority of students vehemently
But some Colby team captains have a different perspeclabeled a compromiseby the presiof
atfavored a continuation
tive. Y ' - "- ' ; Y ' :. - 7
Y'Y ; Y , Y ' .
dents after a yearlong debate about
large bids to national level
Williams worries that deserving teams will be excluded
Amherst Colleg e will host an . post-season play, as had from post-season play because only one team can advance.
the futureof its place ih the national
: "There iwill' probably be two^or three' [teams] that;are
tournament.picture.
open for um discussion on Sunday been the case:since 1993. .
Prior to that, Only indi- talented enough to be at NC_^s;but because oif this new rule
^Representing Colby at the con1
with student goveriime ^it
ference .will, be SGA President Ben
vidualathleteswerepermit- *there will only be one," she;said. y V - y^ ' : ^¦ ¦• ¦'' n
r epresentatives and captains of
Langille ,99;parhamentanan Kara
ted to advance to national
Her teaMwas ranked number nine^n the nation af one
^aljc^stein^Lp^sarWiiha^s
competition. - The^- -.Shift: : in point lasty&§r3Sefore an ehdtof the season, slumjp'relegatfc&
'^9, : sports teams from each of t_^e 11
f
women's lacrosse'captain andpos1993 wals an experiment by them to the ECAC playoffs. fHdwfever, Williams said that
sibly two other team captains.
the NESCAC schools, and Williams;Middlebury and Trinity all qualified for the NCAAs
Langille
says
the
purpose
of
atafter
three years; the presi- and, along with Colby, a handful of others earned ECAC
'
tendingtheconferenceis tobecome
dents voted to extend the berths. This,she said, attests to the strength of the conference.
more informed abouf the issue, "to find out if ifs in Colby's experiment untilthe end of the current 1998-99 school year.
"Powerhouses like Middlebury and Williams that go to
best interest to go on with this and then bring back the
When the debate arose last . year, the presidents were the NCAAs every year"will likely fight for the championship
information to Colby students and see where we want to go/' divided on the issue. Cotter originally favored the abolish- annually, she said.
he said.
ment of any NESCAC teamsplayirigin the NCAAs or ECACs.
"It will probably be the same people going every year. Ifs
Langille addressed the fact that last April's decision has But last April, the presidents compromised. Instead of ban- pessimistic, I know," she said.
produced little discussion this year.
ning all NCAA participation or maintaining the status quo,
Still, Williams likes the fact that the decision of the presi"We feel it's in the student body'sinterest to go to Amherst they voted to send one team onto NCAA post-season play by dents means more NESCAC teams would be forced to play
even though not a lot of people know that the issue is still petitioning for an automatic bid.
Colby during the regular season, since they would undoubtgoing on," said Langille.
Establishing how that compromise will be implemented is edly face off in the postseason. She summed up the two-sided
Indeed, students elsewhere in the NESCAC are rallying the current question. According to Dean of the College Earl struggle and proposed an amendment to the decision.
Smith, the presidents handed the logistics to the alliance of
for action, and say the process is far from over.
"I want thebest of both worlds," said Williams. "Iwant the
On the NCAA forum website developed by students from NESCAC athletic directors.
NESCAC so they are required to come here and play us
Whitmore explained that the committee oversees the during the regular season. But still, if we're good enough, I
Williams College, a compilation of grievances regarding the
decision is posted. Among thearguments listed are: "The trial coaches' committees from each sport. Those committees are want to have that chance to go rather than just narrow it down
period of open NCAA participation produced no evidence currently negotiatinghow their respective championswill be to one team,"
that national competition reduced academic achievement crowned. Possible ways to make this determination include:
Williams suggested that the NESCAC implement the
among athletes." The sight also contests that the policy is a NESCAC team tournament with six, eight or more teams recently approved automatic qualifier to NCAAs, but also
"over-protective"and states, "Having toplay every NESCAC playing off for one spot;a team'soverall season record against maintain the opportunity for at-large bids.
school and / or participate in a post-season NESCAC tourna- other NESCAC teams (the format that men's basketball,
The plausibility of amending the policy will be examined
ment necessitates just as many trips and academic conflicts as which Whitmore also coaches, is likely to take); or a division at Sunday's open forum.Q
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Beers and barbeH
BY JAMES SPIDLE
Staff Writer

As a senior, I have noticed an
interesting progression throughout
my time here on Mayflower Hill.
Every year, the powers thatbe have
taken an increasingly rigid stance
on the alcohol policy.Wait, read on.
I promise I'm not just another
guy complaining about the availability of alcohol. But it seems like
just weeksago I wasrunning around
frat row as a first year with a few
friends, a cup of Natty Light filled
from an illegal keg, and a steady
buzz as it Approached the hour of 4
a.m. Two security guards that my
friends and I had gotten to know
fairly well stopped us and simply
asked us to dump out our beer. End
of story.
If the same offense was committed today, my friends and I would
>
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each be staring at a $250 fine, a
possible court summonsfor underage drinking, as well as an all exIn the final tournament of her senior year, Women's volleyball
penses paid trip to the Dean's Office
co-captainMartinhelpedtheLadyMulesadvanceatlastweekend's
thenextmorning with a parting gift
New England Small College Athletic Conference tournament
of disciplinary probation.
Martinhasbeena tallfbrceupfrOhtfor Colby allyearaswellasbne
Therefore, with the recent asof the team's majormbtivato
of all alcohol-related sehyxiation
p
day whenshe was named to the NfiSCAC All-Tomrn^entteam*
rial events due to theunprecedented
fondness the liquor inspector has
taken to spending time at Colby,the
student body has been left searching for something else to do.
I have also made another observation. With the a4ministr,ation
putting on the proverbial smack
down, I have noticed an abundance
¦'.One component to
7
the^^Pruggers'dominancethis season is the"! I df students frequenting the freight
room. Yes,more than usual. Now, I
experienced play of PfiferJlLmember of the New England
and All-Stars
,
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all Of our alcoholic students put down
its way to
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their
beers and staggered to the field
s
defeat
national reaw |plir^
house. However, I havenoticed a proof Vassar.
longedsenseof crowdedness in the
weight room this year—more so
field
than in years past.
hockey
After two overtimes into the first roun^^^C
ire stuUnderstandably, the ent
playoffs, Davis and Cassyv aich scored in a per^^feroke shootout.
dent body hits the weights during
Though the scoi ||^pi^^^feyg|^ beat the rival Polar Bears of
the first few weeks of school. After
Bowdoin, as two of the teaSs ca^^^^W#arfd Cassidy led the
all, everyone wants to look their
team to one of its most successful seasons in recent memory.
best while they can still wear shorts
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Paul Magyar H) 0and Van Haidas break f r ompumping iron.
and tank tops. However, with the out whaf s going on later,weighthe
increased workload from classes options and progress from the
and the fact that shorts weather of- weightroomtoanothermorestimuficially ends the last week of July lating social environment.
here in Maine, dedication usually
With that, 1hereby propose an
trails off quickly. But not this year. idea for Colby's next blockbuster
I have yet to witness such a drop social event. It combines the social
off in devotion. Just before dinner, needs met by a student center
reservations are needed for the shindig and the physical benefits
Stairmasters and the bikes. And in gained at the field house. Party in
order to secure a bench, the lifter the weight room.
must take a number as if they were
Set up a few frosty silver kegson
in
'n
Save
deli
standing
at the Shop
the hangclean platform. Throw! a
line for theshaved hickory smoked cash bar in front of the window
turkey breast on special for $3.49 facing the football field. If we could
per lb.' Waiting for a spot on the somehow distractthe liquor inspecmats to tighten up the abs has taken tor with an anonymous phone cal
on the same frustration as Waiting from Bates, dodge the law that profor a half-filled cup of beer in a keg- hibitsdie distribiitipn and consumpline at a dorrri; lounge party (when tion of alcohol in a^y academic p i
Colby had them, that is). The real athletic facility and'ignore the poworkout achieved in the weight tential for bodily harm due to the
room takes place duringthevicious plethora of architectural hazards, I
brawls, chaot
ic melees and mad think an invigorating time would
dashesfor a set of dumbbells thanis be had by all. Combining alcohol
gained by squeezing out that extra with Nautilus machines and heavy
rep on the bench.
free-weights would solve two parts
Replacing the effect of a cam- of the daily agenda at once.
pus-wide party, the weight room
I
just hopesome of Colby's more
has become the place to be. In fact, dedicated and enthusiastic weight
in many cases working out serves lifters that remainintent on getting
the same purpose as a pre-party in a good workout would not be too
the basement of a dorm. Students distracted by the strobe light and
make plans to meet at the gym,find disco ball.Q
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Cross countr y teams
in to p 10 at ECACs
VBY BECKY SCHECHTER

. YV; ; :Asst. - Sports Edit or -' ': ",¦
The men's and women's Cross
country teams proved meihselves
at the Hasten College Athletic Conference Championships hosted by
Tufts on Saturday.
Solid efforts from the men's yar?
sity runners produced a strong fin- ,
ish for the Mules. Colby took sixth
place out of more than 40 teams.
"We did very well,"said captain
WilsonEverhart'99. "All of our runners had good, solid races."
The Mules fulfilled both team
and individual accomplishments.
Among teams Colby defeated were
Amherst,Bates andBowdoin. Overcoming Bowdoin was especially rewarding since the men had been
chasing the Polar Bears all season.
"We were very excited to finally
beat Bowdoin. We are now closer to
where we want to be as a team,"
said Everhart.
Placing seventh out of 20O,runners, Everhart once again was the
top finisher for the Mules. Nicholas
Gaubinger '02, Brendan Gavin '01
and JohnSingleton '01 also ran well
for the men's team.
For the women's team, Tiffany
Fraiar '01, Kate Isley '01, Renee
Lajeunesse '99, Lauren McCarthy
'00, Rachel Meiklejohn '02, Nicole
Neault JOO and Laura Wilcox '01
also traveled to Shrewsbury,Mass.

for thewomen'scha_mpionsmpmeet.
Theserimners comprise the ''second
seven/'the numlwr
runners on the team. The top' seven
are gearing up for next weekend's
New England DivisionHI Championships.
At the ECAC meet, the Lady
Mules challenged their opponents
with tough competition marked by
their eighth place finish out of more
than 40 teams.
"We did very well and we didn't
evenhavethe top seven,"said Nicole
Neault '00. It was impressive/
Tile women's individual achievements were impressive as well.
Frazar had the best finish for Colby,
placing 28th out Of 260 runnerswith
a personal best time of 20:06. Wilcox
(30th,20:08) and McCarthy (47th,
20:36) rounded out the top three for
the Mules, with McCarthy running
her best race this season. Lajeunesse
(50th, 20:42), Neault (63rd, 20:54),
Isley (65th, 20:55) and Meiklejohn
(68th,21:02) finished strong for Colby
by all placing in the top 70. .
CoachDebbieAitkenwaspleased
with the team's performance.
"We finished 14th last year," she
said, "This year the field was just as
hard,but we did considerablybetter
than last year and that speaks to the
depth of the team."
Both the . men's and women's
teams will compete on Satt_rday at
Babson in the New EnglandDivision
til Championship Meet.Cl
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Garden Island Laundromat & Dry Cleaners
Elm Plaza,Waterville 861-8378
10% Dry Cleaning &$.50/Lb. Wash,Dry & Fold with
Colby Student ID Open 7AM to 9PM daily Mon. & Fri.
Open Till Midnight

HOW DOES $800A/VEEK EXTRA INCOME sound to you?
Amazingly, profitable opportunity.
stamped envelope to:
Send self-addressed
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KeithJonas sen 'OB remained perfect against the Jumbos.
kick 87 yards for a touchdown to
Bradley completed 11 of 23
make the score 21-7.Then the Mule passes on the afternoon to
defense took the field7
bring , his season; completion
Colby's woes only continued rate to 43; percent , -'y , - , . '
as Bradley f umMed o%tlie »^xt .< The Mules are home on Satdrive to set up a Tufts field goal. urday to battle in-state rival
The Mules had several chances Bowdoin. The Polar Bears beat
to pull closer to the Jumbos but Bates last Saturday, so a Mule
failed tp;!*capita liie;' % }|Cewiu - y ^io^ :'ik6uXd^iiei the three
fumble on first-and-goal V aft ifc a schools for the Colby-Bates&k Uiim •#. _ '
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STUDENT SPECIAL

1 Large Cheese Pizza
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Organize a group for Spring Break — Book 15... "Take 2"
2 FREE TRIPS ON 15 SALES
Highest Commissions !Hottest Destinations
Free Parties & Meals — Don't wait!
Call Sunsplash ©1-800-426-7710
www.sunsplashtours.com

Spring Break '99 Sell Trips, Earn Cash & Go Free!!! :
Student Trav^LS^^
Lowest rat6S to Jamaica, Mexico & Florida. 800-648-4849
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Two mistakes by special
teams and two turnovers by the
Mules led to the Colby football
team's fourth loss of the season,
Satu rday, on the road against
Tnfts .
After Tufts ' J ohn Routhier
took the bail into the end zone ,
in the second quarter , Nathan Bradley '99 led the Mules (2-4)
to their only score of the game .
Colby 's ' odense ma tched
down the field on a 11-play
77-yard drive that culminated
in a Thomas Keblin '00 touchdown ntrt.
It looked as if the Mules
were in position to play spoiler
against the J umbos (6-1), With
the squads tied at seven, the
Colby defense forced the J umbos into a fourth-and-33 situation. On the ensuing punt ,
however ,Jason Brooks '02 narrowly missed the block. He
was called for roughing the
punter Instead , a penalty that
kept the J umbos ' drive alive.
From there, Tufts capped off a
19»play,. 71-yard drive with a
touchdown scramble fr omquarterback Dan Mors e. The drive
knocked 8:32 off the dock and
left the Mules head ing to the
locker room.
On the openingkickoff of the
second half,Tufts'BrianHohnes
returned a Keith Jonassen
'02
;
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BY ALEX PARILLO

BY BEOOKE FRAPPIER
Staff Writ er

The Colby women's field
hockey team finished their season on Wednesday, November 4
with a tri ple overtime loss to the
Bowdoin Polar Bears in the first
round of the Eastern College Athletic Conference playoffs.Despite
the loss, the Lady Mules walk
away from the season proud of
their accomplishments in what
was a landmark year for the program.
It took two scoreless halves,
two scoreless overtime periods
and penalty strokes for Bowdoin
to declare a victory. During regulation and the overtimes, goalkeeper Jane Stevens '01 turned
away all 19 of Bowdoin's shots
on goal. For the penalty stroke
overtime, Colby put in. Carrie
¦Torrisi '02 to deflect the shots in
the one-on-one confrontations.
Bowdoin j uniors Heather
Hawes and Johanna Babb made
good on their stroke attempts,
but two of the Lady Mules captains answered. Jessie Davis '00
and Jaime Cassidy 'OOboth scored
to bring the game to yet another
tie. Bowdoin nailed in the gamewinner when senior Gretchen
Scharfe slammed the final goal
home for the Polar Bears victory. Although it was a disappo inting l oss , the Mules '
strong performance was redemptive for the 4-1 loss to
Bowdoin earlier in the season.
Colby 's overall play this season was marked by consistency
and a stingy defense. Af ter losing
the first game of the season to
Amherst 1-0, Colby re bounded

Echo photo by Melanie Guryansky

Davi d Bur ke '99 f ights for the ball as Colby beats Vassar 48-6.

the un derd og six th seed i n th e New
Eng land region with a record of 9-41. The Owls were seeded third with
a record of 16-4-1.
"Since Sept ember we conv inced
ourselves that we weren 't allowed
to lose another game," sai d hea d
coach Jen Holsten '90, now in her
f i fth year.
That credo held true.
After losi ng fou r of its firs t si x
games of the year , Colby ended the
regular season with a 6-0-1 run to
propel them into the NCAA tournament.
They en t ere d last We dnesd ay 's
contest hav ing never played Keene
State, butMCAA
within minutes, the competition did not seem to be a problem.
debate rages

Keene foun d the ne t first with

Lad y Mules handed a J umbo loss
BY STEPHANIE

GREENLEAF
Staff Writer

Af ter an upset defea t of Keene
State that sent the women's soccer

team to die second round of the NCAA
tournament, the Mules lost to a relentl ess Tuf ts squa d on Sa turday by
a score of 4-0.
Desp ite en di ng the ir season onl y
one game shy of a re tu rn to the
Sweet Sixteen , as t hey did a year
ago, the White Mules earned their
second consecutive bid to the National Collegiate Athletic Association Division III tournament.
Col by headed into the Wednesday, Nov . 4 game against Keene as
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with three consecutive shutouts
and finished 8-5-0 in the regular
season.
The scoring leader for the team
was freshman forward Becca
Bruce '02. Bruce amassed six goals
and five assists, for a point total
of 17. Following closely behind
her was tri-captain Robynne
DeCaprio '00 with six goals and
three assists and Marcia
Ingraham '02 with six goals and
one assist. Eleven players on the
team contributed at least one goal
this season for a total of 30 goals
over 13 games.
Midfield players Cassidy and
Davis linked the offensive and
the defensive play successfully,
while the efforts of Kate Gardiner
'00 and Brook Brisson '02 anchored a strong defense to help
protect the goal. Stevens played
in the majority of the contests this
season, turning away 118 shots
while allowing 18 goals.
The young talent was the
spark that ignited the team.
"This was an awesome season," said Cassidy. "The impact
of the freshmen on the field was
one of the key elements to the
team."
This should prove helpful next
year, as the WhiteMules will only
lose one player , Shelb y
Thibodeau '99, to graduation.
Recording eight victories as
opposed to last year's three marks
the stark improvement for the
turnaround team. And they look
to the future with promising optimism.
"It w a s a re a ll y good season for us ," said Davis. "There
was reall y good chem i stry on
the team. We are hoping to
improve even more on our 8-5
season."?

21:38 remaining in the first half. But
that lead would not last. Carolyn
Szum '01 t ied the game up with
15:31 to go in the half. The
scoreboard read 1-1 at halftime.
Cap t ain K im Waldron '99 said
nervous excitement contributed to
the Mu les' first half play.
"We were so excited tha t we
weren 't clicking as a team in the f irst
half ," she said. "Thoug h we came
back read y in the beginning of the
second half and carr ied it throug h."
Less than seven minutes in to the
second half, Stephan ie Zegras '00
knocked in a pass from Sara Lovitz
'01 to take the lead. Less than five
Echo photo by J enny O'Donnell
m i nutes later , tri-captain Caitlin
f
z
Eli
abeth
Rice
02
dribbles
the
ball
pas
t a Keene defender.
see SOCCER on page 18
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Field hocke y season
ends in tri ple ove rtime

C ontrib uti ng Wr it er

week'sgame against Yale. Although
he has only played rugby for two
years, Starr said, "he is probabl y
one of the best players on the team."
Phifer summed up the team's
mentality.
"This team has no weaknesses,"
he said. "We can look at each other
before each game and have confidence that each of the 15 starters is
going to do their job. This advantage has resulted in our success."
Saturday, the Colb y rug b y
club travels to Amherst to compete in the semifinals of the New
Eng land Championships. The winner of the tournament will be considered one of the top four Division
II teams in the country.?

*

November 12, 1998

Vassar falls; ruggers plow ahead

the injury department this year and
it has been key to their success.
"We've got 25 players who could
be starting every game," said Starr.
The team's overall talent has impressed Burke.
"There is no one on the field who
doesn't pull their own weight," he
said.
Colby'scollaborative efforts this
season have been accented with
noteworthy performances. Players
pointed to Steve Ward '00 as having
one of his best games ever. They
also labeled hooker Jon Bishop '99
the most valuable player of the
game.
Russ Scranton '99 missed the
game against Vassar due to a concussion he suffered in the previous
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The Colby Echo

The Colby rugby club is in the
midst of its strongest season ever.
Saturday they proved their rank
among the most elite teams in New
England. The Mules extended their
record to an unprecedented 8-0 by
crushing Vassar in the first round of
the New England Championships.
Vassar, the number two seed
from the New York Metropolitan
Division, traveled to Mayflower Hill
only to be sent home with a 48-6
loss. Colby was able to score earl y
and often by compiling a total of
eight tries compared to Vassar's two
penalty kicks. A rambunctious
crowd of painted faces and "mule"
oells sparked the aggressive Mules.
Co-captain Geoff Starr '00, who
scored a try in the contest said, "the
crowd was absolutely incredible."
Keith Phifer '99 and Brad
Sicchitano, '99 who each scored two
tries, hi ghlighted the offensive attack. Co-captain David Burke '99
stunned the crowd with a 65-yard
romp down the field that resulted in
a try. The nimble feet of Chris
Mayaka '99 allowed him to rumble
past numerous Vassar ruggers to
score as well.
The key factors to Colby 's success have been solid coaching and a
depth-laden squad. First year head
coach Bob Wegler has improved
team strategy by implementing a
new playbook,while assistant coach
And y Carmichael has stressed
physical fitness. A native of New
Zealand , Carmi chael was formerl y a professional rug by
p layer. The p layers say he has
been the team's prime motivating force.
Still, the team's largest asset has
undoubtedl y been the depth in their
roster, especially considering the frequency of injuries in the sport. However, the team has been fortunate in
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